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ABSTRACT
Transit agencies are increasingly using AVL data to support key performance indicators, for
responding to service complaints, or for reviewing and improving the quality of service. The main
objective of this study was to investigate the use of AVL data for improving transit service
reliability: 1) improving on-time performance, and 2) monitoring bus schedule adherence and bus
bunching. Static and real-time General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data from HART and
data from the MDT AVL system were used.
The “Case Studies” section presents techniques to improve service reliability. For instance, in the
case of Trip 3491108, a series of steps are presented to improve on-time performance by 1)
adjusting the times in the timetable (7% improvement), 2) controlling the variability (44%
improvement), and 3) shifting the times in the timetable (2.71% improvement). Different statistical
distributions are considered in the calculations from which the Smallest Extreme Value
distribution performed the best for the datasets used in this project.
The “Producing On-Time Performance from GTFS-realtime Data” section discusses the
opportunities presented by the available of real-time data from many transit agencies in a
standardized format, and presents some of the challenges encountered when generating schedule
deviation and on-time performance from GTFS and GTFS-realtime data. A proof-of-concept
open-source software tool was created to demonstrate a method of calculating a simplified
schedule deviation measurement from raw GTFS and GTFS-realtime data.
In public transportation, bus bunching is a condition that results in unreliable service, long wait
times for passengers, overcrowded vehicles, and near empty buses. In this report, time-space
diagrams and plots are presented to determine bunching, bus locations, and visualize segments that
may need special attention.
Areas identified for future research include the standardization of OTP parameters, measuring
reliability from the users versus the transit agency perspective, further development of the software
tool to produce more accurate schedule deviation and on-time performance measurements,
creation of a software tool to assist agencies in adjusting their schedules and reacting in real-time
to reduce the occurrence of service degradation, and the role of Planning, Scheduling, and
Operations in improving transit reliability.
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BACKGROUND
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems are computer-based vehicle tracking systems that
function by measuring the real-time position of each vehicle and relaying this information back to
a central location. AVL systems are most frequently used for fleet management to identify the
location of vehicles for a variety of purposes, including improved dispatch, operation efficiency,
and faster response times to disruptions in service, such as vehicle failure or unexpected
congestion; quicker responses to threats of criminal activity; and improved data for future
planning, scheduling, or operation purposes.
An AVL system tracks vehicles by using one of the following location technologies: GPS, signpost
and odometer interpolation, ground-based radio (Loran-C), or dead reckoning. Out of all of these
technologies, GPS is the most effective tracking system for transit because it is the most accurate,
it can be used with variable routing and scheduling, and it does not require purchase, installation,
or maintenance of wayside equipment. The GPS system works through a network of orbiting
satellites that transmit signals to the ground. Special receivers on each vehicle read the available
signals and triangulate to determine their position. The geographic location, along with the date,
time, and other operational data, is then sent to the transit agency. Data are transmitted at
established polling intervals to the transit center with the use of radio or cellular communication
and can be used immediately for daily operations or archived for further analysis.
Transit agencies are increasingly collecting and analyzing AVL data to support a variety of
operations, scheduling, and service planning activities. Data can be used as a source for key
performance indicators, for responding to service complaints, or for reviewing and improving the
quality of service. The use of historical data can help identify problems that occurred in the past.
Furthermore, analysts can identify recurring problems and develop solutions to these problems.
Data from an AVL system can also be used to measure, monitor, and improve service reliability,
also known as on-time performance (OTP). Schedule adherence is a matter of service quality to
transit passengers. Therefore, from the service provider’s perspective, schedule adherence reflects
the quality of the service plan, which directly affects schedules and operations control. It is also
important to clarify the difference between schedule adherence and on-time performance.
Schedule adherence refers to the difference between real-time and scheduled times of arrival or
departures times, usually presented in minutes. On-time performance, on the other hand, is a
percentage value used to indicate whether buses arrive or depart late, or are on time or early.
Depending on the different technologies, on-time performance can be calculated using arrival,
departure, or possibly a combination of both factors.
As on-time performance is important to the transit customer, OTP strategies can improve customer
satisfaction and attract new transit riders. Reliability is one of the areas that transit agencies can
use to improve service at a relatively low cost. Therefore, the benefit-to-cost ratio of improving
on-time performance is expected to be significant.
2

To improve transit service reliability, there is also a need for a systematic review of historical AVL
data in order to identify recurring service problems, as well as to see if there are conditions in the
data that exist in the time period preceding the service problem. Early identification of these
conditions can help transit agencies make intelligent decisions and determine the best course of
action for avoiding service degradation. This can help enhance the quality of service and customer
satisfaction.
The main objective of this study is to investigate the use of AVL data for improving transit service
reliability. This is achieved by using better on-time performance techniques and by identifying
conditions leading to service degradation that can assist transit agencies in providing a higher
quality of service. Therefore, the research focuses on two related areas: 1) improving on-time
performance, and 2) monitoring bus schedule adherence and bus bunching to prevent service
degradation.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This section focuses on identifying research conducted on the analysis of service reliability using
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL). Initial studies mainly concentrate on the configuration of
AVL systems and the potential use of data to analyze transit performance. Later studies focus on
developing methodologies for analyzing service reliability and strategies to restore services.
Unfortunately, most of these analyses are limited to historical archived data, and with the exception
of a few studies, findings are more useful for planning rather than operations. Nevertheless, transit
agencies have an urgent need for a system that will not only facilitate the decision-making process
from a planning perspective, but also for the real-time operations.
The remainder of this chapter is composed of several parts. The first part introduces the definition
of service reliability and different measures; the next part discusses on-time performance,
limitations of performance indicators and the possible causes of service unreliability and the
methodology used in various studies to identify these causes. The last two parts review different
restoration measures from real-time and planning perspectives and the innovation of using data
from AVL systems. Finally, a summary of the literature review is presented.
Definition of Service Reliability
One of the main concerns of transit agencies is service unreliability. Therefore, agencies attempt
to understand the issues associated with service reliability, as well as find ways to measure
reliability and improve it.
Previous literature reviews define “service reliability” in different ways. For example, in Transit
Cooperative Research Program (TCRP) Report 165, transit service reliability is defined as a
measure to determine how close services are to a standard. Abkowtiz (1978) defines this in terms
of variability of service attributes and its effect on traveler behavior and agency performance.
Turnquist (1981) emphasizes the ability of the transit system to adhere to the schedule, maintain
regular headways, and keep a consistent travel time. Others like Strathman (2003) describe service
reliability as the ability to adhere to a schedule and keep schedule-related delays, run-time delays,
run-time variations, headway delays, and headway variations to a minimum. In other words, transit
services are reliable when the buses run on time and adhere to the schedule, maintain regular
headways, and ensure a uniform travel time.
In order to analyze the performance of services, it is imperative to have a service standard.
Although traditional measures are similar to the transit agency point of view, there is a new
perspective on analyzing performance from the passenger point of view. Traditionally, transit
agencies are more concerned with schedule adherence, regular headway, capacity, passenger load,
etc., whereas passengers are more concerned with waiting time, availability of seats, comfort, etc.
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TCRP Report 165 mentions different measures related to service reliability, such as on-time
performance (OTP), coefficient of headway variations, missed trips, and distance traveled between
mechanical breakdowns. However, these measures cannot solely explain unreliable service, as
measures such as OTP alone cannot distinguish between early and late departures, and coefficient
headway variations fail to explain whether bus bunching or gaps are causing the variations
(Figliozzi, 2012).
According to TCRP Report 165, transit agencies use OTP as reliability measures for headways
greater than 10 minutes, and coefficient headway variations for headways less than 10 minutes. In
addition, some agencies also use information such as missed trips, headway adherence, schedule
efficiency, passenger load ratios, etc., to better document the performance of services.
On-time Performance (OTP)
On-time performance is a percentage value used to indicate whether buses arrive or depart late, on
time, or early. TCRP Report 165 proposes 0 to 5 minutes as the threshold values because most
passengers adjust their time according to scheduled arrival time, and no earlier than that. Table 1
in TCRP Report 165 presents the Transit Level of Service (LOS) values.
Table 1: Transit Level of Service
LOS
A
B
C
D
E
F

On - Time Percentages
95-100%
90-94.9%
85-89.9%
80-84.9%
75-79.9%
<75%

Note that some agencies use different measures of OTP. For example, the Chicago Transit Agency
(CTA), New York City Transit (NYCT), and Tri-Met (Portland) use 1 minute early to 5 minutes
late, and Miami-Dade Transit and other agencies use 2 minutes early to 5 minutes late (Cevallos,
2010).
2.1.2 Headway Regularity
The coefficient of headway variation, as shown in Table 2, is another commonly used indicator to
gauge the services, and is used to measure the deviation of its headways from the mean, as follows:
Cvh =

standard deviation of headway deviations
mean scheduled headway

where, Cvh = coefficient of variation of headways
5

Table 2: Headway Coefficient of Variation
LOS
Cvh
A
0-0.21
B
0.22-0.30
C
0.31-0.39
D
0.40-0.52
E
0.53-0.74
F
≥ 0.75
(Source: TCRP Report 100)

P ( hj > 0.5 h)
≤ 1%
≤ 10%
≤ 20%
≤ 33%
≤ 50%
≥ 50%

Other attributes used by transit agencies include missed trips, passenger load factor ratios, etc., for
performance measurement (Furth, 2003).
Many research studies use variables relating to waiting time for passengers, even though it is not
common in practice. Previous studies (Welding 1957, Osuna 1972, Heap 1976) developed methods
to measure waiting time in terms of headway and random passenger arrival, as shown below:
E ( Ti,j ) = E ( Hi,j ) /2 * ( 1+ CoV2 ( Hi,j)) ,
Where,
E ( Ti,j ) = expected passenger waiting time at stop j on line i
E ( Hi,j ) = expected headway at line I at stop j
In the case of the planned arrival of passengers, the average waiting time is half of the headway,
as given below:
E ( Ti,j ) =

E(Ti,j )
2

*( CoV2 ( Hi,j))

Few studies (Furth 2006, Oort 2011) consider additional buffer time or the 95th percentile travel
time. Other studies (Furth 2006, Casello 2009) quantify user costs associated with reliability.
Limitation of Traditional Performance Indicators
One of the major weaknesses of these indicators is that they are measured at the aggregated level.
For example, the coefficient of variations cannot separate whether a gap or bunching is occurring.
To overcome these limitations, several studies propose alternative indicators for transit
performance, such as weighted delay index (Camus, 2005), punctuality index based on routes,
deviation index based on stops, evenness index based in stops (Chen, 2009), earliness index, width
index, and second order stochastic dominance (Saberi, 2013). Other studies (Lin, 2008) propose a
combined standard to measure the service reliability.
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Possible Causes of Service Unreliability
Service reliability is affected by both external and internal elements, such as traffic signals, traffic
conditions, unexpected situations, route structure, stop patterns, scheduling and fare collection
practices. A comprehensive review on studies identifying causes of service unreliability is found
in research conducted by the following authors: Abkowitz (1983), Turnquist (1981), Levinson
(1991), and Ceder (2007). Recent studies (Cham, 2006, Van Oort, 2011) attribute schedule
deviations at terminals and variability of trip running time as the main causes of service
unreliability (see Table 3).
Table 3: Possible Causes of Service Variability in Public Transport
External Causes

Internal Causes
Infrastructure design
Service Network design
Driver Behavior
Vehicle Availability

Terminal Time Variability

Weather

Trip Time Variability
( Driving time , Dwell
time, Stopping time)

Driver, Traveler Behavior

Crew Availability

Irregular Passenger loads

Other Public Transport

Other Traffic

Cham (2006) proposes a framework for identifying the reason for transit service unreliability and
offers strategies to solve these problems. Figure 1 shows a modified version of Cham’s work.
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Figure 1: Transit Unreliability Framework
Other research studies (Mandelzys 2010, Saberi, 2012, Peng, 2008), as depicted in Table 5, analyze
detailed strategy levels in order to find reasons at the stop level for the late arrival or early departure
of buses.
Various papers present different ways to identify causes of service unreliability. Studies such as
Hammerle (2005), Golani (2006), and Feng (2011), demonstrate more advanced graphical
methods for identifying unreliable service problems at different stops and time periods using timespace diagrams or the Geographic Information System (GIS). Figure 2 is a graphic depiction of
bunching issues.
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Figure 2: Identification of Bunching using a Time-Space Diagram
Several studies use data mining, while others use advanced statistical analysis for identifying bus
bunching, which is summarized below:
Moreira-Matias (2012) proposed a methodology of identifying bus bunching using a sequencemining algorithm. The author used AVL historical data for every bus pair to develop headway
sequences, and then separate those that cause bus bunching. The results show that headway
deviation may propagate from one point to another. One finding suggests adjusting the timetable
or adding more slack times to vulnerable points so that service is easily restored.
Cevallos (2007) provided an overview of the potential use of data mining for improving transit
service operation. The paper also describes the methodologies used to set up data management,
data mining, reporting services, and performance measures.
El-Geneidy (2007) discussed the methodology used to investigate the performance and reliability
problems along any problematic route using archived AVL and Automated Passenger Counter
(APC) data. El-Geneidy analyzed performance at two levels: trip level and timepoint segment
level. At the trip level, analyses were performed to assess the running time or scheduling problems.
First, layover or recovery is derived from the difference between the 95th percentile running time
and the selected benchmark (mean or median running time), and then the value is compared with
the actual average layover time to determine whether any rescheduling is required. For the
timepoint segment level analysis, data are first segmented between two consecutive points, and
statistical analyses are performed to understand the factors that cause the reliability and
9

performance decline along this route. Regression models are developed for the running time,
running time deviation, headway deviation, running time variations to examine the impact of
multiple route characteristics (such as number of physical stops, number of actual stops, boarding,
alighting, lift usage, driver’s experience, schedule delay at start, headway delay at start, passenger
load, segment location along the pattern, segment length, etc.) on performance and reliability. The
unique feature of this approach is that it allows transit planners to identify the impact of specific
characteristics on a route’s overall performance.
Research by Peng (2009) focused on two important issues of transit reliability: bus bunching and
service gaps use AVL data together with schedule data. This paper considers bus bunching as the
actual headway of 1 minute or less, and a large service gap as a headway ratio of 1.5 or larger.
First, service gaps and bus bunching are identified by time period and the use of sample runs. This
paper also attempts to find patterns. Second, in order to test whether service gaps or bunching
propagates into the next timepoints along the route, regression models are developed by
considering a dependent variable as the actual headway at a given timepoint and an independent
variable as the actual headway at previous timepoints. This study also performed analyses to
identify the type of conditions under which service gaps tend to occur so that a warning system is
developed to alert operators. To accomplish this step, six probable conditions for bus bunching or
service gaps based on actual headway difference than the schedule are set, and later, statistical
analyses are performed to find the threshold values for every condition. For example, this report
found that when the first bus is 1.5 minutes quicker than the scheduled travel time, and the second
bus is 4-5 minutes slower than the scheduled travel time, there is a 95% probability that a large
gap will occur during the period of 6:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. for the third condition. Different
threshold values can be determined for other probability levels, such as 50%, 75% and 95%, which
will alert the operator before the event occurs.
Mandelzys (2010) proposed a methodology to analyze schedule adherence and determine the
causes of poor schedule adherence by using AVL/APC data. While analyzing the performance, the
author considers three variables: Not "on-time" percentages (traditional measure) and not "on
time" percentages from the passenger perspective, taking into account the percentage of passengers
affected while onboard, or waiting at stops. This paper also proposed a flowchart that identifies
the causes of late arrivals and early departures, which is useful for small- or medium-size transit
agencies. Table 4 shows the possible causes for early and late arrivals. The end portion of this
paper shows the statistics of causes for late arrival and early arrival at stops, and proposes strategies
to minimize these causes.
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Table 4: Possible Causes for Late Arrivals and Early Departures

Restoration Strategies
Previous studies propose and describe different ways to restore services. As proposed by Turnquist
(1980), restoration strategies are categorized as planning and real-time strategies. However, there
are big differences between these strategies in terms of the resources, time spent and time required
to obtain the results. Usually, strategies related to planning involve time, money and results, which
are realized in the long run; whereas real-time strategies can immediately produce benefits, but
only to a certain extent.
Van Oort (2011) proposes different strategies, as presented in Table 5, at both the tactical
(scheduling, holding) and strategic design levels (network design, terminal design, etc.), and
assesses their impacts on service reliability.
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Table 5: Strategies on Service Reliability
Level
Strategic
Tactical

Strategies
Infrastructure
Network:
Service
Network:

Terminal design Stop design Exclusive lanes Traffic Signal
priority
Line coordination, Line length, Line synchronization, Stopping
Distance
Trip Time determination, Vehicle Holding

More importantly, the author proposes a new concept called the “feed forward” loop from the
operational point of view to predict the disturbances at both the strategic and tactical levels
beforehand, as well as to incorporate this information into the plan. Figure 3 presents a diagram
with the proposed planning tools (Van Oort, 2011).

Figure 3: Proposed Planning Tools
There are many studies on improving service scheduling. While developing a schedule, the main
concern is not the addition of more slack time. Inserting more slack time in the schedule’s travel
time reduces the overall average operating speed, thus increasing the travel time and more
importantly, operational costs (Furth, 2006). Usually, slack times are put either into
timepoints/holding points, or at stations as recovery time. With the availability of AVL data, it is
now easier to find these values. Strathman (2002) highlights the comparison of benefits for using
different threshold values in schedule determination. Figure 4 presents a graph that helps visualize
bus running times and layover times (Kimpel, 2004).
1) The difference between the 95th percentile run-time and the median, or mean.
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2) The minimum amount specified under the labor contract (10% of the median run-time).
3) Any amount used by schedulers as a rule of thumb (i.e., 18% of the median run-time).

Figure 4: Determination of Optimal Bus Running and Layover Times
Another branch of studies (Pangilinan, 2008; Daganzo, 2009; Bartholdi, 2012; Chen, 2013) looked
into different holding strategies, which are paramount for alleviating bus bunching. Daganzo
(2009) proposed targeted headway base measures to compare bus headway with predefined
headway. If the value is smaller than the predefined headway, then the buses are getting closer in
distance to each other. As a result, the following bus is held until it returns to the scheduled
headway.
Bartholdi (2012) proposes a more practical, effective technique. In this technique, buses are held
at a control point for a definite amount of time (either a fraction of headway or definite amount of
time from the previous departed bus, whichever is smaller). The Georgia Institute of Technology
successfully tested the theory.
Pangilinan (2008) evaluated an innovative control strategy called the Prefol strategy, initially
presented by Turnquist (1982), which significantly reduces the headway variations (coefficient of
headway variations). In the Prefol strategy, buses are held until the headways between the
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preceding or following bus and the bus are equal, thus preventing the formation of large gaps. The
author also highlights one important constraint: that the CTA system is missing the simultaneous
observation of all timepoints, which is necessary for the assessment of all of the benefits of AVL.
Chen (2013) proposed a methodology for holding a bus at multiple control points. The authors
developed mathematical models, and showed that holding a bus at multiple points minimizes the
bus waiting time and improves the headway performance.
Other studies (i.e., Cevallos, 2010; Fattouche, 2011) focused on improving the scheduling of
service reliability. Cevallos (2010) proposed an approach to improve service reliability by
adjusting the schedule timetable. The author first performs different statistical analysis on the AVL
data of Miami-Dade Transit to determine the distribution of schedule adherence, and then modifies
the scheduled time for trips in order to maximize the number of trips that fall within the specified
“on-time” definition. In addition, another method of adjusting a schedule is discussed, which
continues until the optimal values are reached.
Fattouche (2007) proposed a cost-based scheduling procedure for improving service reliability.
The main purpose of Fattouche’s research work was to develop a model that minimized the costs
associated with waiting passengers and onboard passengers, taking into consideration that
increasing the running time meant increasing the operation costs for the transit agencies. The
model uses AVL and APC data to determine segment running time distribution, average load, and
passenger arrival rate, and then calculates the headway coefficient of variation, mean segment
running time, and mean time spent on a vehicle. Then, these values are converted into monetary
values, which are used to develop a generalized cost model function. The findings of this research
show the development of an optimized schedule from both customer and transit agency point of
views.
Following is a summary of operation strategies practiced by several transit agencies, which is
helpful in understanding the extent to which theoretical knowledge is used in the real world. Table
6 presents different operational strategies, and it is based on the work by Peng in 2008.
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Table 6: Agencies’ Operational Strategies
Transit Agency
King County Metro
Los Angeles
MBTA
Metro St. Louis
New York City Transit
(NYCT)
Tri-County Metropolitan
Transportation District of
Oregon (Tri-Met)
VIA Metropolitan Transit

Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority
(WMATA)

Real-time Operation
Inserting a bus, skipping stops.
Expressing.
Short-turning, queue jumping, traffic signal priority.
Equipped with AVL in 99% of buses. Mainly relays, but no
holding.
Expressing, short-turning, no stoppage at terminal, holding at
terminals, at mid-ways.
AVLs are mostly used for adjusting running time. Strategic
buses are to carry on the overload or address a missed trip.
Strategies like deadhead, no stopping at terminals, etc., are used.
Holding at control points. Because of a complex network, other
measures like short-turning and expressing are difficult to
implement.
Short-turning, expressing, traffic signal priority, possibility of
using a headway-based holding. Regular reports on missing trips
and lost service hours are published to regulate performance.
Uses the "TransitMaster BusOP" application, which provided
complete solutions for service restoration. Strategies include
inserting buses, turn-backs, bus changes, schedule changes, and
short loops.
Uses real-time fleet management and voice radio
communication to restore services. Restoring strategies include
inserting buses and reblocking. Efforts like awarding or
punishing the operator, traffic signal priority, access to camera
(ITS), etc., are implemented.

Literature Review Summary
According to the literature review, this study finds that there are several weaknesses in indicators
commonly used for the performance measurement of transit services. For example, “on-time
performance” or “coefficient of headway deviations” cannot distinguish between the earliness and
lateness of services, or between gap and bunching. One of the most commonly used indicators in
research, but absent in the real world, is passenger waiting time.
Transit services can degrade for many reasons, both externally and internally. For instance, the
cause may vary from inadequate service network design, mismanagement of resources (vehicle,
crew), and very high passenger load, to more stochastic causes, such as weather, driver behavior,
policy, etc. However, previous works point out the “deviation in terminal” and “variability of trip
running time” as root causes for service degradation. The most important implication of these
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factors is that few measures are needed during the planning stage. For example, if there is any error
in terminal design, the services are more likely to be hampered on a regular basis, and any step to
correct this problem later will be costly, time-consuming, and inconvenient to passengers.
Several methodologies are derived from the proposed indicators in the TCRP Report 165. Most of
the studies recommended first developing a Time-Space diagram using historical Automatic
Vehicle Location (AVL) data for different routes at different time periods (days, time of day), and
then identified stops at different time periods where bus bunching began to occur. Subsequently,
few researchers developed advanced statistical models (regression models) to understand the
influence of service, network characteristics (number of stops, distance among stops, dwell time,
passenger load, etc.) upon service degradation. Others proposed methods to identify the most
vulnerable points along the service routes using advanced methods like data mining, and took the
correct steps to solve the probable points.
However, only few studies aim to find the pattern of service failure. Theoretically, transit services
usually do not suddenly fail. When a bus is late at any station, it is more likely to be late at
consecutive stops, as it has to board more passengers than before. The buses will bunch if no
remedies are employed, as the following bus is supposed to take fewer passengers. If this
phenomenon continues, the service will likely fail at one stage. One relevant study (Peng, 2009)
investigates the pattern of service failure in terms of gap and bunching occurrences. Although the
findings of the study are promising, the threshold values proposed by the study are only applicable
for the study area. Therefore, there is a need for more detailed studies to find the possible patterns
of failure and a generalized framework that can be applied to any area.
Most strategies to restore the services proposed by different studies are categorized by two types:
Planning stage strategy and operation stage strategy. While planning stage strategies require more
resources (time, money, etc.), and results are realized in longer time spans, the results of operation
time strategies are immediate and less costly. However, the most effective strategies should include
data from both types.
The most commonly used planning strategy is to improve service scheduling. One method involves
the insertion of slack times at timepoints, and many threshold values are suggested for this method.
One critical issue, however, is that it is a tradeoff between passenger waiting time and transit
agency policy. Another method proposed by researchers is the adjustment of the schedule
timetable or the determination of the optimized schedule by considering both passenger
convenience and transit operation cost to improve service reliability. Other studies focus on
planning and real-time operation strategies, as presented in Table 7.
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Table 7: Planning and Real-Time Operational Strategies
Phase

Planning
Stage

Strategy
Stage of Implementation
Infrastructure Design (Terminals,
Stops, Short-turn facilities), Network
–Pre-Operation
Design, Traffic Signal Preemption,
Queue Jumper
Running Time

Real-time
Operation

Operation

Holing, Expressing, Deadheading,
Skipping stops, short-turning, adding Operation
vehicles

Lastly, the Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) system plays an important role in overcoming most
of the limitations discussed above, whether related to service performance indicators or service
improvements or restoration. Although most agencies use the AVL system for service monitoring,
only few agencies make the most use of immense amounts of data. Nonetheless, the systems
currently used for service monitoring or bus dispatching are limited in the area of early indications
of possible service failure. Most of the time, the problems are detected after they have already
occurred. Hence, this study attempts to help solve these types of problems by presenting ideas and
examples on how to use AVL data to improve service reliability.
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ASSESSMENT OF CAD/AVL SYSTEMS
Fleet management and other intelligent vehicle location and dispatch applications have
traditionally sought to organize transit system data into a standard, easily navigable format.
Centralized and mobile CAD/AVL user interfaces provide information to dispatchers, such as a
view of asset locations, communication through a call and incident management queue, and vehicle
on-time performance. The model of this arrangement relies on well-trained and resourced
dispatching staff to interpret this array of data and the ability to make decisions that maintain
acceptable levels of transit system performance.
The process flow for translating incoming information into decision-making is becoming more
automated. One method of the automation of responses to certain predefined service conditions is
the development of service degradation identification methods. As the quality of service begins to
drift from user set thresholds, as defined by the number of concurrently running deviations from a
scheduled and fixed route, restoration plans are put into action. This section reviews the current
state of practice with regard to the availability of these tools, as well as where these tools could
potentially reside within the current suite and capability of commercially available fleet
management systems.
Innovative Use of AVL Data
Currently, many transit agencies use an automated fleet management system to restore services in
real time. In one related study, Strathman (2003) discusses how the use of the automated bus
dispatching system (BDS) by the Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (TriMet) has yielded benefits for both the agency and public.
Hammerle (2005) discussed the methods used to evaluate bus operation through the use of AVL
and APC data. Hammerle first examined schedule adherence, service reliability, and headway
regularity separately by using stop level AVL and APC data, and later examined how these factors
all tied together. For schedule adherence, earliness or lateness at stops along the route is measured
and plotted in graphs during the morning peak hours. For service reliability, a time-space curve
(arrival time versus the stop name) is drawn using the data, which is used to investigate bunching
problems in the headway irregularity location. While measuring the headway regularity, two cases
are considered: an extreme condition (headway less than 30 seconds) and a less extreme condition
(the headway is more than a half-scheduled headway). The research also included measuring the
service gap using the stop level data, which considered the fact that the actual headway was twice
greater than the occurrence of the scheduled headway gap. Lastly, by examining the combined
effects of all factors (schedule adherence, service reliability, headway regularity), this paper found
that CTA buses departed early at several stations, which created bunching with the previous trip
and service gaps with the following trip. However, this can be easily resolved by correcting early
terminal departure.
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Cham (2006) first proposed a practical framework to assess bus service reliability using AVL/APC
and analyzed the service reliability of a specific route (Massachusetts Bay Transportation’s Silver
Line Washington Street). The proposed framework consists of mainly three parts:
1. Characterizing the service reliability through service measures and performance reports.
This part also describes key data inputs used to measure the performance.
2. Identifying the causes of reliability problems.
3. Developing a section of strategies based on the previous process (Step 2) to improve
reliability.
The purpose for characterizing service reliability is to give transit providers a complete guideline
to assess the overall route service condition. This includes determination of the type of data input
needed for performance analysis and service attributes needed for calculation, defining service
measures and their thresholds to investigate overall performance, and proposing a format of the
report for presentation. After applying the proposed methods to the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation’s Silver Line Washington Street route, the author found that there were significant
variations in service attributes, even though service attributes like mean running time and mean
headway were too close to schedule. The main cause of this service unreliability could be poor
supervision on the terminals and operator behavior. The report also states that more than 50% of
deviations at points other than terminals begin at the deviations at the terminals. However, due to
an absence of APC data, the abnormal passenger loads are not directly measured. Lastly, based on
the reliability problems found after the analysis, preventative strategies like operator training,
corrective strategies and signal priorities are proposed in this report.
Golani’s research (2006) performed the following tasks: 1) Reviewed the current use of AVL data
from the Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District (CUMTD) for transit planning and operation;
2) Presented the various methods of visualizing data to investigate the causes of service
degradation with the use of GIS; and 3) Suggested a novel use of archived Computer-Aided
Dispatch (CAD) message data to investigate the response performance. The current use of AVL
and APC data by the CUMTD for planning and operation, which are mentioned in the paper, are
shown in Table 8.
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Table 8: CUMTD Uses of AVL and APC Data
Data from AVL / APC
Boarding and loads by
blocks

Running times

Unit
Minimum, maximum &
average boarding
Monthly & daily
boarding
All stops

Ridership per trip

All trips for a route

Boarding for all stops

Passengers per revenue
hour
Percent of on-time stops

-2 (early) to 5 minutes
(late) used as benchmark

Application in Planning & Opt.
Allocation of appropriate bus sizes to
the blocks
Planning of infrastructure and
passenger amenities at stations
Reviewing of Scheduling
Possibility of trip Consolidation or
Express service
Indicator of Overall route
performance
Indicator of Overall route
performance

This paper also shows how GIS is used to visualize schedule deviation and passenger count data
along the route in order to identify patterns in schedule deviation and ridership along the problem
blocks, trips, stops and times. Lastly, it proposes a novel use of archived screen messages of CAD
systems to measure the efficiency of the dispatch systems by analyzing the response times of
dispatchers in the control room when a request to communicate is initiated by an operator.
Wong (2010) discussed the AVL systems of the iBus in London and showed how these data are
used for better transit operations. The real-time information received at the AVL center in regular
intervals is used for three purposes: bus fleet management, real-time passenger information, and
bus priority at traffic signals. After processing the data, real-time passenger information is
disseminated through the roadside beacons located along the bus route via text messaging and the
internet. With the provision of locating every bus against tabular representation in geographical
maps, the performance of each bus is monitored in real time, and fleets are managed in the network
accordingly. Unlike conventional infrastructure-based detection systems, the iBus system uses
predefined virtual detector coordinates set in the onboard unit of the bus to trigger a priority request
by transmitting a bus priority telegram to the traffic signal controller. The unique feature of this
request is that the bus initiates different priorities based on the earliness/lateness of the bus relative
to the predefined timetable to reduce the impact on other traffic, and leads to more regular and
improved journey times for buses overall. The applications for post-processing data management
are improved service monitoring, bus rescheduling, and dwell time estimation.
Tétreault (2009) used AVL and APC data to design the new limited stop service for bus routes (67
Saint-Michel, a high frequency route in the STM system) in Montréal, Québec, Canada. The author
developed multivariate linear regression models of running times for four possible cases (only
transfer stops, or stops having upper quartile passenger activities, selected stops, or stops with
definite spacing). In the development process of the models, different variables related to stops,
passenger activity (boarding and alighting), bus floor type, direction, time of day, day of week,
weather, delays from the beginning of trip, etc., were considered. Since the author is interested in
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comparing total journey time, the time required to get to the stations is estimated using a street
network. The research studies these runtimes under different conditions (pessimistic, optimistic,
realistic), as it is not possible to figure out the actual number of passengers that will shift from
regular to limited bus services. The results find that services with definite stop spacing, along with
higher passenger activity, are the most efficient.
Carrasco (2012) evaluated the transit service performance in Zurich, Switzerland on route and stop
level using AVL data. The study analyzed different performance measures, such as schedule
deviation, headway regularity, travel time, vehicle speed profile, and passenger waiting time
during different time periods of the day. The findings show that AVL data can be very useful in
finding stops and periods of time when services are most unreliable.
Transit Operations Decision Support Systems (TODSS)
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) initiated a prototype next generation CAD/AVL system
conceived as a Transit Operations Decision Support System (TODSS) (Mitretek Systems 2004,
FTA 2010). TODSS was developed in response to feedback from transit agencies, which found
that existing CAD/AVL systems were good at providing a large quantity of data but lacked concise,
actionable information to proactively manage transit fleets in revenue service. TODSS specifically
sought to:




Develop a common understanding between agency needs and product vendor
development.
Minimize vendor customization costs for future CAD/AVL procurements.
Provide agencies with assistance to develop procurement specifications for a TODSS.

At its core, TODSS helped translate the needs of transit operators to the experts in the private
sector to develop a CAD/AVL that could deploy when fixed-route service deviates from the
expected performance and supply a dispatcher with a restoration strategy based on constraining
factors. At a minimum, these decision support recommendations could include adjustment of
vehicle headways, dispatching replacement or additional vehicles, or reporting incidences.
These adjustments could only occur when the sources of information are continually monitored
and only those events requiring dispatcher attention are displayed, along with corresponding
service restoration action plans. Multiple sources of information are required to make these
assessments and corresponding rules to trigger the plans. Measures of demand for service,
including peak loads, route loads, and load over a segment of the route and traffic conditions are
considered. Characteristics of the route, including turn-around points, detour routes, scheduled
deadheads, route branches, common trunks, and length of trip were also included. The operating
environment, including the garage location, relief points, headway intervals, and vehicle and
operator availability are also involved.
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These systems would also require notification of service interruptions by external non-automatic
data sources in order for TODSS to provide a complete set of source information to identify
incidents. The sources within the demonstration site environment include customer cell phone
calls, contact from other control centers, or calls from local road commissions.
Computer-Aided Dispatch Systems with Transit Quality of Service Alerts
The first generation of CAD/AVL software provided standard alert messages specific to a single
vehicle and its deviation from expected performance. This includes vehicles ahead or behind
schedule by a user-defined setting. This could also include an off-route condition where a vehicle
deviates a certain distance from the route it is traveling. There is also the capability to identify
vehicles at or near maximum capacity, as well as those with message identifiers sent to a variety
of vehicle health conditions.
These conditions are represented on a map or in the CAD window with different colors that identify
which service rule the vehicle was out of compliance with. The vehicle queue is then reordered to
place these buses and routes in the most visible location to attract the dispatcher’s attention. A
CAD/AVL may also have a separate window or queue for buses in a degraded service condition.
An audible tone is associated with the condition, calling for human intervention. Quite often, these
conditions occur independently, without any context to the impacts made to the entire transit
network, such as the potential for missed transfers and vehicle bunching. Dispatch staff must
interpret these competing signals and decide what action, if any, should be taken to restore the
service.
Methods to more dynamically represent the collection of multiple degraded service conditions
have evolved incrementally. The use of what one vendor terms the “rubber band view” provides a
visual representation of the impacts of bus bunching in a headway-based transit network. In an
optimum service environment, the rubber band view should show an evenly distributed series of
buses, each maintaining the correct headway. As vehicles begin to draw closer to each other along
the rubber band, the correct headway spacing between vehicles is no longer maintained, and the
service becomes degraded. While this view provides a grouping of multiple assets with a failing
quality of service, the dispatcher must still review and interpret this information and take corrective
actions to restore service.
TODSS Architecture and Concept of Operations
An operational process and procedure review is necessary for developing the local requirements
for each operational scenario. The operational scenarios can be broken down into four parts, as
shown in Figure 5 (FTA, 2010), to assist with the development of business rules to manage
incidents. The activities include defining the following:
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Initial Actions – Actions that describe which dispatcher tasks need to be completed after
receiving a service disruption notification.
Service Restoration Strategy – Includes dispatcher response options based on the results
of the initial actions.
Follow-up Actions – Actions that the dispatcher should perform after exercising
restoration options.
Dispatch Document References – References that contain supporting material for further
information related to the operational scenario and are readily accessible to the dispatcher.

The first process requiring action is a definition of rules to interpret incoming data messages
external to the dispatch center. This includes setting priority levels for dispatchers to respond
consistently to events processed as service incidents.
Service restoration strategies are based on the type of incident notification and operational scenario
and are provided to dispatchers for a uniform agency approach to service management. The full
set of service restoration strategies, as identified by the TODSS Working Group, include:













Vehicle jumping with an available vehicle (parked, staged, pulled-in) to replace a vehicle
that became unavailable (breakdown, delayed)
Shift the schedule time frame
Eliminate a departure
Insert a departure
Modify schedule running times
Wait at a bus stop or transfer point
Bus changes
Pass on the route
Exchange drivers
Route deviations
Short-turns
Relay vehicles
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Figure 5: Concept of Operations TODSS System Design
The initial concept of operations includes the following preliminary operational scenarios:











Vehicle Breakdown
Train Crossing and Open Bridge
Late Startup and Pullout
Bus Bridge
System Failure
Evacuations
Passenger Facilities Emergencies
Emergency Phone Line
Contractor Accident Report
Stranded Paratransit Customer

In a 2012 study, the benefits of the demonstration site that implemented TODSS were documented,
which included improved dispatcher service performance, improved quality of dispatcher
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responses, greater uniformity of action among dispatchers, and an increase in real-time
communication throughout its operations from the dispatch center to agency-wide (Vanchugov,
2012).
The TODSS CAD/AVL framework is rules-based, which requires input from a variety of data
sources. Hence, it appears it would not be difficult to allow a predictive service degradation
methodology to become another trigger for a series of service restoration strategies.
Nearly a dozen transit agencies, including those in Chicago, Dallas, Cincinnati, Des Moines, San
Antonio and other cities, are in various stages of CAD/AVL upgrades that will include some level
of TODSS or Intelligent Decision Support (IDS) capability. As agencies become more accustomed
to a higher level of performance within their fleet management systems, predictors of service
degradation will be an expected function of these suites of tools.
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STUDY APPROACH
In this research, transit service reliability is addressed from the transit agency point of view and
focuses on improving on-time performance and monitoring schedule adherence and bus bunching
to prevent service degradation. It also makes use of static and real-time data from AVL systems.
Data from the HART General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) and the MDT AVL system are
used as examples of how AVL data and derived information can be instrumental for improving
service reliability. The HART datasets include both static and real-time GTFS data. The MDT
datasets include archived data at the timepoint level and data compiled from real-time outputs.
In this section, the emphasis is mainly on GTFS, as the information on AVL systems is widely
available in the literature. Nevertheless, the Case Studies section presents examples of using both
datasets. The GTFS dataset is populated with data from AVL systems. It was included in this study
with the hope that it will create opportunities for transit data standardization, provide useful
information about GTFS, and encourage other researchers to use this readily available data for
future studies.
For the on-time performance (OTP) portion, the following items are considered: data quality,
schedule adherence parameters, missing records, extreme values or outliers, end-of-line (EOL),
and other issues that may have an impact on the way OTP is calculated, measured, monitored, and
managed. Service degradation is addressed through the monitoring of bus schedule adherence and
conditions such as the fluctuation of spacing among vehicles that can lead to bus bunching.
General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS)
The General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) serves as a common platform for public
transportation schedules and associated geographic information. The GTFS was developed by TriMet in 2005 in Portland, Oregon; Tri-Met began working with Google on incorporating transit
agency data into their trip planners. Initially, it was named Google Transit Feed Specification and
was easily maintainable, scalable, and could be incorporated into Google Maps. However, later it
was renamed “General Transit Feed Specification,” and Google began offering trip planning
services at no cost to agencies that provided their transit data in the GTFS format. Presently, GTFS
has become one of the most popular data formats in the world, with an increasing number of
agencies choosing to share their transit data with the public (TransitWiki. General Transit Feed
Specification).
A GTFS static feed is composed of a series of text files collected in a ZIP file. Each file manifests
a particular aspect of transit information: stops, routes, trips, and other schedule data. The details
of each file are defined in the GTFS reference, as shown in Appendix A. A transit agency can
produce a GTFS feed to share the information with developers, who can write applications to
provide transit information to the public. GTFS can be used to develop trip planners, timetable
publishers, and many other applications (Google Developers. Static Transit).
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There are many approaches to creating a feed in a variety of formats. For instance, there is
widespread use of Excel spreadsheet tools. These tools are usually open source, such as the XLS
Tools for Google Transit Feed Specification developed by Robert Heitzman
(https://sites.google.com/site/rheitzman/), so that they can be used by anyone.
Creating a GTFS Static Feed
The following are steps to create a GTFS feed (Google Developers. Static Transit:
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/).
1. Examine the GTFS examples.
2. Create your own feed using the GTFS Reference as a guide.
3. Test your feed using validation tools. There are two open source tools available for
testing feeds in the GTFS format, as follows:
 Feedvalidator: This tool is used to verify that the feed data file matches the
specification defined in this document. More information can be found at
https://github.com/google/transitfeed/wiki/FeedValidator.
 Schedule Viewer: This application is used to view the feed data represented on a
map. This is not representative of how the data will look in other applications; it is
a basic tool for testing. Users should examine routes and schedules to ensure that
the data feed correctly represents the transit agency’s system. More information can
be found at https://developers.google.com/transit/tools#GtfsValidation.
4. Publish the feed.
Make a Transit Feed Publicly Available

Many applications are compatible with data in the GTFS format. The simplest way to make a feed
public is to host it on a web server and publish an announcement that makes it available for use.
Several ways in which the interested software developers learn about public feeds include:
A list of transit agencies that provide public feeds, which is available on the
GoogleTransitDataFeed project site. Examples include Tri-Met, BART, Dart, HART,
etc. More information can be found at https://code.google.com/p
/googletransitdatafeed/wiki/PublicFeeds. The GTFS Data Exchange website allows
developers to subscribe to announcements about new and updated feeds. Additional
information can be found at http://www.gtfs-data-exchange.com/.
Submit a Transit Feed to Google

Public agencies that oversee public transportation for cities can use the GTFS specification to
provide schedules and geographic information to Google Maps and other Google applications that
show transit information. Figure 6 is an image used by Google that depicts a transit trip in San
Diego. Following are the steps that explain how to add transit data to Google Maps.
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Figure 6: Transit Data in Google Maps
(Source: http://maps.google.com/help/maps/mapcontent/transit/participate.html)
Steps for Adding Transit Feed to Google Maps

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Prepare a data feed according to the General Transit Feed Specification Reference.
Validate the feed using the Feed Validator.
Inspect the feed in the Schedule Viewer.
Zip the files in your feed. Name the zip file google_transit.zip.
Host the feed on a web server for Google to retrieve it (it supports both HTTP and HTTPS).
Contact the Google Transit team to sign up for the partnership.
Google will communicate with the user to set up a private preview and have the agency
complete an online agreement before launch.
8. The agency will test the data in the private preview until the result is satisfactory.
9. Launch!
Host a Feed

The following steps demonstrate how to host a GTFS feed:
Place the feed in a directory that will always keep the same name, for example,
http://myserver.agency.com/current/google_transit.zip.
2. Enable the directory listing in the directory where the feed file will be hosted. The feed
should be the only file in the directory.
3. To change or update the feed, replace the old google_transit.zip with a new
google_transit.zip. The new data will completely overwrite the old data. As a result,
please ensure that your new feed has complete data as of the posting date. For example,
if you post a new dataset on 12-8, the data must have service as of 12-8.
1.
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4.

The IT/Networking teams should know that Google Maps periodically fetches transit feed
data from the location that you specify, so that they do not change file permissions for
your feed and otherwise block or break the data fetching process.

Validate the Data Feed:

Google has created a few open source tools to help agencies check the feed quality.



Feed Validator: This tool checks the feed format. Feed should not be submitted to Google
until it is free of format errors.
Schedule Viewer: This tool helps agencies visualize every route and stops in Google Maps.
Agencies use this tool to systematically check every route for stop locations, stop sequence,
vehicle speed, and other important issues.

Once Google accepts the transit feed, Google will build a private preview for the agency to test.
Since the agency knows the area the best, it is important that the agency thoroughly test various
types of routes, such as the most popular routes and routes used on holidays or weekends.
Google will not launch the data until the agency confirms its quality, signs an online agreement,
and confirms that the feed has passed Google engineer's inspection.
Feed File Requirements

A General Transit Feed Specification is provided in this paper as Appendix A (Google Developers.
Static Transit.). The Feed File should meet following criteria:
1. All of the files in a GTFS feed must be saved as comma-delimited text.
2. The first line of each file must contain field names. Each subsection of the field
definitions section corresponds to one of the files in a transit feed and lists the field
names that may be used in that file.
3. All field names are case-sensitive.
4. The field values may not contain tabs, carriage returns or new lines.
5. Field values that contain quotation marks or commas must be placed within
quotation marks. In addition, each quotation mark in the field value must be
preceded with a quotation mark.
6. Remove any extra spaces between fields or field names. Many parsers consider the
spaces to be part of the value, which may cause errors.
7. Zip the files in the feed.
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Process and Publish the Existing Feeds by Transit Agencies

From Google: Download the existing feeds as a zip file from the Google site, as follows:
https://code.google.com/p/googletransitdatafeed/wiki/PublicFeeds. After downloading the zip file,
extract the .txt files for analysis.
Figure 7 is a list of transit schedule data published by transit agencies and operators in GTFS
format for developers to use. They contain scheduled times, stop locations, route and optional fare
information, and detailed route shapes.

Figure 7: Google Transit Data Feed
From the GTFS Data Exchange Site: Locate the recent data feeds updates from the Data Exchange
at the following link: http://www.gtfs-data-exchange.com/agencies (Figure 8). This is another list of
official GTFS data maintained by the GTFS Data Exchange site.
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Figure 8: GTFS Data Exchange
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Understanding GTFS-Realtime
GTFS-realtime is a feed specification that allows public transportation agencies to provide realtime updates about their fleet to application developers. It is an extension of GTFS (General
Transit Feed Specification), an open data format for public transportation schedules and associated
geographic information. GTFS-realtime was designed around ease of implementation, good GTFS
interoperability, and a focus on passenger information. GTFS-realtime provides the status of the
fleet, and the feed must be updated regularly, preferably whenever new data comes in from the
Automatic Vehicle Location system (AVL).
“The specification was designed through a partnership of the initial Live Transit Updates partner
agencies, a number of transit developers and Google. The specification is published under the
Apache 2.0 License” (Google Developers. Realtime Transit: https://developers.google.com
/transit/gtfs-realtime/).
Overview of GTFS-Realtime Feed Types

The feed specification currently supports the following types of information or feed. Updates for
each feed type are provided in a separate feed. Feeds are served via HTTP and are updated
frequently. The file itself is a regular binary file, so any type of web server can host and serve the
file (other transfer protocols can be used as well). Web application servers are also used as an
alternative, which if used as a response to a valid HTTP GET request, will return the feed. There
are no constraints on the frequency or on the exact method used to update or retrieve the feed.




Trip Updates – Updates on delays, cancellations, and changed routes.
Service Alerts – Alerts that prevent unforeseen events that could affect a station, route
or the entire network.
Vehicle Positions – Information about the vehicles, including location and congestion
level.

Data Format

The GTFS-realtime data exchange format is based on protocol buffers. Protocol buffers are a
language- and platform-neutral mechanism for serializing structured data (like XML, but smaller,
faster, and simpler). The data structure is defined in a gtfs-realtime.proto file, which is used to
generate source codes to easily read and write the structured data from and to a variety of data
streams, using a variety of languages, such as Java, C++ or Python. More information on GTFS
realtime.proto can be found at the following link: https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs
realtime/gtfs-realtime-proto. Additional information on the source code of protocol buffers can be
found at https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/docs/downloads. The overall GTFS
realtime Reference can be found at https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs-realtime/reference
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Data Structure

The hierarchy of elements and their type definitions are specified in the gtfs-realtime.proto
(https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs-realtime/gtfs-realtime-proto) file.
This text file is used to generate the necessary libraries in any programming language. These
libraries provide the classes and functions needed for generating valid GTFS-realtime feeds. The
libraries not only make feed creation easier, but also ensure that only valid feeds are produced.
GTFS-realtime Term Definition





required: Exactly one
repeated: Zero or more
message: Complex type
enum: List of fixed values

Important Feed Elements
1. message FeedMessage: The contents of a feed message. Table 9 shows a description of the

feed header and entity. Each message in the stream is received as a response to an
appropriate HTTP GET request. A real-time feed is always defined in relation to an existing
GTFS feed. All of the entity IDs are resolved with respect to the GTFS feed. A feed
depends on several external configuration factors, as follows:




The corresponding GTFS feed.
Feed application (updates, positions or alerts). A feed should contain only items
from the appropriate applications; all other entities are ignored.
Polling frequency, controlled by min_update_delay, max_update_delay.

2. message TripUpdate: Real-time update on the progress of a vehicle along a trip. Depending

on the value of ScheduleRelationship, a TripUpdate can specify:




A trip that proceeds along the schedule.
A trip that proceeds along a route, but has no fixed schedule.
A trip that has been added or removed, with regard to schedule.
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Table 9: Feed Header and Entity
Field Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

header

FeedHeader

required

Metadata about this feed and feed message

entity

FeedEntity

repeated

Contents of the feed

The updates can be for future, predicted arrival/departure events, or for past events. In most cases,
information about past events is a measured value; thus, its uncertainty value is recommended to
be zero (0). There are cases, however, when this does not apply because it is allowed to have an
uncertainty value different from zero (0) for past events. If an update's uncertainty is not zero (0),
either the update is an approximate prediction for a trip that has not ended, the measurement is not
precise, or the update was a prediction for the past that has not been verified after the event
occurred.
Note that the update can describe a trip that has already ended. Therefore, an update for the last
stop of the trip is considered adequate. If the time of arrival at the last stop is in the past, the client
will conclude that the entire trip is in the past (it is possible, although inconsequential, to provide
updates for preceding stops). This option is most relevant for a trip that has ended ahead of
schedule, but according to the schedule, the trip is still proceeding at the current time. Removing
the updates for this trip could cause the client to assume that the trip is still occurring. Note that
the feed provider to purge past updates is allowed, but not required; this is one case where this
would be practical and useful. Table 10 presents a description of some GTFS fields.
Table 10: Example of GTFS Field Information
Field Name

Type

Cardinality

Description

trip

TripDescriptor

required

The trip related to this message.

vehicle

VehicleDescriptor

optional

Additional information on the
vehicle that is serving this trip.

repeated

Updates to StopTimes for the trip
(both future, i.e., predictions, and
in some cases, past ones, i.e., those
that already happened). The
updates must be sorted by
stop_sequence and applied for all
of the following stops of the trip
up to the next specified one.

stop_time_update

StopTimeUpdate
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timestamp

uint64

optional

Moment at which the vehicle's
real-time progress was measured
in POSIX time (i.e., the number of
seconds since January 1, 1970,
00:00:00 UTC).

Non-GTFS Feeds Published by Transit Agencies
A good resource for obtaining non-GTFS feeds published by transit agencies is presented in Figure
9. It also includes known links to GTFS-realtime feeds. The feeds can be viewed in this link:
https://code.google.com/archive/p/googletransitdatafeed/wikis/PublicFeedsNonGTFS.wiki.

Figure 9: Agencies with Real-Time Feeds
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Combining GTFS Real-Time and Static Data
A diagram was developed by the research team to prepare the GTFS data for the data analysis for
this project, as shown in Figure 10. This figure depicts the GTFS static and real-time data elements,
its relationships, and the expected outputs. This diagram was used to create the SQL Server
database that was used as a base for the data analysis and the HART case study.

GTFS Data

Static
Schedule

Agency
Data

Routes
Data

Calendar
Dates Data

Trips Data

Real-Time

Shapes
Data

Fare Data

Stop Time
Data

Stops
Data

Merge by Stop ID

Stop Time

Trip
Update

Merge with
“Merged Data 2”
by Trip ID

Merge with
“Merged Data 2”
by Stop ID and
Trip ID

Merged
Data 1
Merge by Trip ID

Merged
Data 2

Merge with “Stop Time”
by Stop ID and Trip ID

Merged
Data 3

Merged
Data 4

Merge with “Vehicle Position” by Trip ID

Figure 10: Static and Real-Time GTFS Data Diagram
Legend
For Schedule Adherence Analysis
For Bus Bunching Analysis
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Vehicle
Position

Tri-Met Developer Resources
Another source of information for using GTFS data, which was investigated in this project, was
the work and software applications Tri-Met developed and implemented. Tri-Met have made these
resources available to software developers in order to promote the use of transit and information
related to transit. Tri-Met produces a GTFS feed to share their public transit information with
developers, who write tools that consume GTFS feeds to incorporate public transit information
into their applications. GTFS can be used to power trip planners, timetable publishers, and a variety
of applications.
Static data for Tri-Met can be downloaded from the following links:
http://www.gtfs-data-exchange.com/agency/Tri-Met/
http://developer.Tri-Met.org/schedule/gtfs.zip.
The Tri-Met Developer Resources, including the GTFS-realtime, can be found at
https://developer.trimet.org/GTFS.shtml
Tri-Met's GTFS includes a few unofficial GTFS data elements. These elements are documented in
Table 11, and Table 12 shows some of the GTFS data elements in Tri-Met's data.
Table 11: Tri-Met's Unofficial GTFS Data Elements
agency.txt
Field Name

bike_policy_url

Required

Optional

Details
The bike_policy_url specifies the URL of a web page that
offers details about the agency's bike policy. The value must
be a fully qualified URL that includes http:// or https://, and
any special characters in the URL must be correctly encoded.
See
https://www.w3.org/Addressing/URL/4_URI_Recommentations.ht
ml for a description of how to create fully qualified URL

values.
feed_info.txt
Field Name

Required

feed_id

Optional

Details
The feed_id field contains a universally unique ID for the feed,
as found in this link: http://gtfs.org/feeds.txt.
realtime_feeds.txt

Field Name

Required

Details
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url

Required The url field contains the URL of a GTFS-realtime service.

trip_updates

Required

The trip_updates field contains a binary value that indicates that
the URL contains GTFS-realtime trip updates.

alerts

Required

The alerts field contains a binary value that indicates that the
URL contains GTFS-realtime service alerts.

vehicle_positions Required

The vehicle_positions field contains a binary value that indicates
that the URL contains GTFS-realtime vehicle positions.
routes.txt

Field Name
route_sort_order

Required
Optional

Details
The route_sort_order field contains the agency's preferred
sort order when displaying route lists (e.g., a route
dropdown/combo box).
stop_times.txt

Field Name

Required

Details
The continuous_stops field is used to indicate a section of a trip
where it is possible to board or alight from the transit vehicle at
any point along the vehicle's path of travel.

continuous_stops

Optional The field can have the following non-negative integer values:



0 or blank - Normal stop behavior along route (default).
1 - Continuous stopping behavior from this stop-time to
the next stop-time in the trip's sequence.

Table 12: Commonly Used Transit Terms Used in Tri-Met's Data and their Definitions
Block
Direction

Location
ID
Pattern
Route

A collection of trips assigned to a vehicle for a day. An older term for this is
“Train,” which is still used internally by Tri-Met.
One of two possible directions of travel--inbound and outbound--on a route.
(Example: Line 17-Holgate is "inbound" to Sauvie Island, and "outbound" to
136th and Powell.)
The unique number that identifies each bus and MAX stop. In public viewing,
this number is referred to as a StopID.
A unique travel path through the street network to visit selected stops for one
trip.
A collection of ordered stops presented publicly as a "line" with a name (such as
"17-Holgate") and represented internally as an integer.
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Timepoint
Train
Trip

One of several stops on each route that serves as a benchmark to show whether a
trip is running on time.
An older term for “Block,” which is still used internally by Tri-Met. The terms
are interchangeable.
An iteration of a vehicle traveling along a given pattern. (Example: Line 17
makes a trip from downtown to 136th and Powell. The next trip would be 136th
and Powell to downtown.)

Tools developed using Tri-Met's developer resources include Acehopper, Arrival, ArrivalTracker,
Dadnab, and efoBus, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Tri-Met Developer Resources
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Tri-Met Real-Time Application Programming Interface (API)
In addition to a GTFS-realtime feed, Tri-Met also provides a web service in a proprietary format.
This API pre-dates the GTFS-realtime format, and was the primary method of sharing real-time
data prior to the existence of GTFS-realtime. All of Tri-Met's web services are read-only in nature,
and use HTTP or HTTPS as the transport mechanism with HTTP GET as the method to call the
service, resulting in XML formatted data as the response. Each web service begins with a base
URL, followed by parameters and arguments. The service arguments are separated by either a
forward slash ("/") as part of the URL path, or with GET parameters with the standard "?/&/="
separators.
An application ID (AppID) is a required parameter for all Tri-Met web service calls. Therefore,
before using the services, a user must register for an AppID. An AppID can be created at the
following link: https://developer.Tri-Met.org/appid/registration/. Figure 12 depicts a screenshot
of the registration page.

Figure 12: Tri-Met’s Registration Page
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Example Service Calls
From the Tri-Met website, the following are examples of service calls:
First, slashes are used to separate the service parameters:
https://developer.trimet.org/ws/V1/arrivals/locIDs/6849,6850/appID/0000000000000000000000
000
Second, the HTTP GET parameters style is used, as follows:
https://developer.trimet.org/ws/V1/arrivals?locIDs=6849,6850&appID=00000000000000000000
00000
There are various available web services provided by Tri-Met, as shown in Table 13.
Table 13: Tri-Met Web Services
BETA:
Vehicles
BETA:
Arrivals V2
Arrivals

Latest vehicle positions. (https://developer.TriMet.org/ws_docs/vehicle_locations_ws.shtml)
Reports arrivals at a stop identified by location ID. (https://developer.TriMet.org/ws_docs/arrivals2_ws.shtml)
Reports next arrivals at a stop identified by location ID. (https://developer.TriMet.org/ws_docs/arrivals_ws.shtml)

As mentioned earlier, all of Tri-Met's web services use HTTP GET as the method to call the service
and use XML formatted data as the response. XML data obtained from the response are in the
following format (shown in Figure 13).

Figure 13: Screenshot of Tri-Met XML Data Responses
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This XML response requires data processing, such as providing styling information and removing
the ampersand (&) sign.
Process of Storing XML Responses at the Local Machine
The XML data can be manually stored on a local machine; however, this method is a timeconsuming process. In addition, the XML response is dynamic in nature. This problem is solved
with the use of C#.net, which automates the process, (Figure 14).

Figure 14: Process of Storing Tri-Met XML Data Responses
Methods Used in Storing Data
In the abovementioned C#.net code, there is a page load event. When the page loads, it will run an
infinite loop. In that loop, the webClient “method of” is used. The desired URL is opened and
saved with an .XML format and a timestamp. Since the data is dynamic, a delay of 30 seconds is
applied. After 30 seconds, the data is refreshed and is stored as described earlier.
Timestamps in XML Response
The XML response contains time in epoch time. The UNIX epoch (or UNIX time or POSIX
time or UNIX timestamp) is the number of seconds that have elapsed since January 1, 1970
(midnight UTC/GMT), not counting leap seconds (in ISO 8601: 1970-01-01T00:00:00Z). The
epoch is UNIX time 0 (midnight 1/1/1970), but “epoch” is often used as a synonym for “UNIX
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time.” Many UNIX systems store epoch dates as a signed 32-bit integer, which might cause
problems on January 19, 2038 (known as the Year 2038 problem or Y2038).
A simple calculation for epoch to human readable format is:
Actual time = (A/86400) + 25569 + (-5/24), where A= time in epoch.
Saving XML Response Data to the SQL Server
After saving the data as an XML response, as shown in Figure 15, save the data into the SQL
server to perform several actions.
Following are steps using the SQL server 2008.
STEP 1 - In SQL server 2008, create tables (with desired columns as in XML) analogous to the
structure of XML.
STEP 2 - In Visual Studio, create a project in C#.net.
STEP 3 - Add an ASP.net web page. In the Page Load event, write code.
STEP 4 - Add XML to the Project.
STEP 5 - Specify a connection string in the web config file for connectivity with the SQL server.
STEP 6 - Using the SQLBULKCOPY class, insert the data into the SQL server.
STEP 7 - Save the project in Visual Studio and build it.
STEP 8 - After running the project, data from XML are inserted into the SQL server.
STEP 9 - Using the SELECT command, the changes can be seen in the SQL server.
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Figure 15: Screenshot of Saving Tri-Met XML Data Responses to SQL Server
Other Considerations
This section presents some basic information on the calculation of geographical distances and
software development matters that can help with the use of GTFS data and with the potential
development of a software application.
GPS Coordinates: Latitude and Longitude

(MapTools. Tools for Navigation: Latitude and Longitude definitions. https://
www.maptools.com/tutorials/lat_lon/definitions)
Latitude
Lines of latitude measure the north and south positions between the poles. The equator is defined
as 0 degrees, the North Pole is 90 degrees north, and the South Pole is 90 degrees south. Lines of
latitude are all parallel to each other, thus they are often referred to as parallels (Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Latitude
One degree of latitude is 60 nautical miles, 69 statute miles or 111 km.
One minute of latitude is 1 nautical mile, 1.15 statute miles, or 1.85 km.
Longitude
Lines of longitude, or meridians, run between the North and South Poles and measure east-west
positions (Figure 17). The prime meridian is assigned the value of 0 degrees, and runs through
Greenwich, England. Meridians to the west of the prime meridian are measured in a number of
degrees west, and likewise, those to the east of the prime meridian are measured by their number
of degrees east.

Figure 17: Longitude
Latitude and Longitude Formats
There are a variety of formats for latitude and longitude, for example:
 deg-min-sec suffixed

with N/S/E/W (e.g. 40°44′55″N, 73 59 11W), or

 signed

decimal degrees without compass direction, where negative indicates west/south
(e.g. 40.7486, -73.9864).
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Distance Calculation
Distance is calculated using a set of latitude and longitude pairs. In this project, a variation of the
“haversine” formula is used to calculate the great-circle distance between two points; that is, the
shortest distance over the earth’s surface. The haversine formula is an equation, which provides
the distances between two points on a sphere from their longitudes and latitudes.
Let us consider:
I2= latitude 1 in decimal
J2 = longitude 1 in decimal
I3 = latitude 2 in decimal
J3 = longitude 2 in decimal
D = distance between the points
Then, the formula will be:
D = 6371*ACOS(COS(RADIANS(90-I2))*COS(RADIANS(90-I3))+SIN(RADIANS(90
I2))*SIN(RADIANS(90-I3))*COS(RADIANS(J2-J3)))/1.609
The haversine formula remains particularly well-conditioned for numerical computation, even at
large distances, as well as for small distances, unlike calculations based on the spherical law of
cosines
(Movable
Type
Scripts
Haversine’s
formula:
http://www.movable
type.co.uk/scripts/latlong.html
Advantages of using the Haversine Formula
The technology for a navigator’s calculations used to be log tables. As there is no real log of a
negative number, the “versine” enabled them to keep trigonometric functions in positive numbers.
Also, the sin² (θ/2) form of the haversine avoided addition, which entailed an anti-log lookup, the
addition, and a log lookup. Printed tables for the haversine/inverse-haversine and its logarithm that
was used to aid multiplications saved navigators from squaring sines, computing square roots, etc.,
which was an arduous and error-prone activity. This is the biggest advantage of using the
haversine formula.
Limitation of using Haversine Formula
Since this formula involves calculating the shortest distance between two points, this formula is
useful if a route pattern of a bus is a straight line or an approximately straight line. For instance,
case A in Figure 18 shows straight or approximately straight lines. Therefore, this case is useful
for calculating distances using the haversine formula. On the other hand, if case B is considered,
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the route pattern of the bus is not straight. If the distance is calculated using the haversine formula,
the result is incorrect because it does not follow the path of the route.

A

B
Figure 18: Route Patterns
Software Development
Due to the complexity of using GTFS and AVL data, the ideal solution is to develop a
computerized tool to assist transit agencies in improving transit service reliability. With a
computerized system, management and staff can easily monitor, manage, and improve the
efficiency of the transit system. This section presents some software development considerations
in the development of a Transit Reliability System.
Software Design Description (SDD)

Software Design Description (SDD) defines and describes the use of each view, the functional
requirements with a significant impact on the architecture, use-case realization and the layers and
subsystems of the application.
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SDD within the Life Cycle
In the design element of the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC), as shown in Figure 19,
the software design description is defined. SDD is a written description of a software and provides
overall guidance to the architecture of the software project. As the cycle advances through the
design cycle, and after the requirements and specifications are gathered, a prototype of the software
application is designed. Before implementation, it is crucial to design the software as more
controlled in the coding part. As seen in Figure 19, if there is a problem in the testing or
maintenance process, the design needs to be reviewed and the code fixed.

Figure 19: Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC)
(Source: http://2010.igem.org/Team:Newcastle/E-Science)
Purpose of an SDD
The main purpose of this SDD is to define and describe the use of view, the functional requirements
with a significant impact on the architecture, use-case realization and the layers and subsystems of
the application.
Architecture
This section is based on the Software Engineering Standards Committee of the IEEE Computer
Society, IEEE Recommended Practice for Software Design Descriptions, and IEEE Standard
1016-1998. The Software Design Descriptions (SDD) provides an architectural overview of the
Transit Reliability System (Figure 31).
Scope: The scope of this SDD is to define a high-level design of the Transit Reliability System.
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Audiences: Management and transit agency staff.
Technical Platform: Software is deployed onto any application server.
Security: The system must be secured.
Basic security behaviors:


Authentication: Login using a user name and a password.



Authorization: According to their profile, an online user must be granted or not
allowed to receive some specific services.

For internet access, the following requirements are mandatory:


Confidentiality: Sensitive data must be encrypted, if any.



Data integrity: Data sent across the network cannot be modified by a tier.



Auditing: Every sensitive action can be logged.

Persistence: Data persistence will be addressed using a relational database.
Reliability/Availability: High availability is required since there are monitory issues related to
the system’s availability. The system’s high availability will also ensure system efficiency.
Performance: Search queries should return 90% of the time below 5 seconds. Since this is a
monitory system, the response of the system should be fast.
Figure 20 displays a view of the software architecture of a potential Reliability System that can be
used to improve on-time performance and monitor bus bunching. In this diagram, on-time
performance and bus bunching are presented as a means to improve transit reliability. For both
cases, a system of alarms could be developed to assist transit staff, based on different conditions.
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Transit Reliability System

On-Time Performance
Bus Bunching and Gaping
(Measured on the basis of headways among buses)

Early
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Alarm 1

Alarm 2

Alarm 3

Criticality
/Severity
Level 3

Criticality
/Severity
Level 2

Criticality
/Severity
Level 2

On-Time
Late

Order of Severity
Level 3>Level 2> Level
Feedback

Figure 20: Architectural Overview of a Reliability System
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In this architectural view, there are two components of the system: On-Time Performance (OTP)
and Bus Bunching. In the first component, there are three sub-components: early, on time, and
late. Feedback is sent to the system with any of the responses (early, on time, and late).
The alarms could be set up on stages based on the severity and the level of detail (e.g., trip, route,
or system level). For instance, for on-time performance, an alarm for Stage 3 could be set up to be
lower than 50% for a trip. This can alert an operation supervisor to take immediate actions before
the service deteriorates any further. Ideally, the issue should be addressed at Stage 1, when OTP
is set up to be at 70%. Similarly, bus bunching is addressed based on the headway between
vehicles. That is, if the actual headway is half of the scheduled headway, the Stage 2 alarm is
triggered. In any case, the settings should be based on agency policy and availability of resources.
In the Use Case depicted in Figure 21, the system will be used by transit agency staff that can
perform the following actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Report Generating
Measure OTP and Bus Bunching
Monitoring
Intelligent Decision
Planning & Scheduling

Report
Generating

Measure OTP and Bus
Bunching

Monitoring

Transit
Agency
Staff

Intelligent Decision

Planning & Scheduling

Figure 21: Use Case
The reliability system can be divided into layers based on the N-tier architecture (Figure 22).
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Figure 22: N-Tier Architecture
The layering approach is the most accepted solution for enterprise applications, which require
scalability, modularity and easy maintenance.


The web tier deals with the presentation logic and the page rendering.



The business tier deals with the core functionalities of the system. (Search, post, match
rides, manage profiles)



The EIS tier is responsible for storing user profiles and critical data.
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CASE STUDIES
In order to better present the ideas explored in this research project, two transit agencies were used
as case studies: Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority (HART) and Miami-Dade Transit
(MDT). Furthermore, Route 5 from HART, and Routes 288 and 11 from MDT were selected for
the data analysis task. Figures 23, 24, and 25 show the bus routes from HART and MDT. The
HART Route 5 extends from the University of South Florida (USF) to Downtown Tampa.

Figure 23: HART Transit Route 5
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MDT Route 288 goes from the Dadeland North Metrorail Station to the West Kendall Transit
Terminal, and Route 11 goes from downtown Miami to Florida International University (FIU).

Figure 24: Miami-Dade Transit Route 288

Figure 25: Miami-Dade Transit Route 11
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The main objective for analyzing the data from these case studies is to demonstrate how transit
reliability is improved by modifying timetables and monitoring schedule adherence and bus
bunching.
On-Time Performance Analysis
Data preparation
For this section, AVL data from MDT Route 11 is used. From the three months (August-October,
2015) of archived data that covered the entire MDT system, the records for route 11 were queried
and exported. This query returned a total of 61,629 records. Unnecessary columns for this research
were deleted to decrease the volume of data. The following columns were removed from the
dataset:











ID
Distance Traveled
Total Stops
Previous Time Point Sequence
Previous Time Point Stop ID
Previous Time Point Stop Name
Previous Time Point Distance Traveled
Previous Time Point Departure Time
Running Time
Running Time Distance

The following columns are the remaining fields used in the data analysis:
1. Route ID
2. Route Alias
3. Direction Name
4. Service Name, Pattern
5. Run Number, Trip ID
6. Destination
7. Bus Name
8. Stop ID
9. Stop Name
10. Sequence
11. Scheduled Time
12. Arrival Time
13. Departure Time
14. Dwell Time
15. Adherence
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The most important column in this study is Adherence (schedule adherence measured in seconds).
This variable shows how much earlier or later from the scheduled time a bus departed from the
stop location.
Different on-time performance criteria are introduced, but the most commonly used parameters
are presented below (Cevallos, 2011). Buses are considered on time when they are within:
a. 5 minutes late and 2 minutes early [-5, 2].
b. 5 minutes late and 1 minutes early [-5, 1].
c. 5 minutes late and 0 minutes early [-5, 0].
Note that depending on the AVL system, the signs for early and late parameters can be the
opposite. For example, instead of being [-5, 2], it could be [-2, 5]. That is, 2 minutes early will be
noted as -2 and 5, minutes late will be 5. The results are the same, and only the sign changes. This
is due to the calculation of real-time departure time – scheduled time against scheduled time - real
time departure time.
Another issue to consider is the use of arrival time versus departure time; agencies may decide to
use either one for different reasons. However, for measuring on-time performance, the use of
departure time is preferred. For instance, a bus could arrive early, but depart on time. In any case,
buses should not depart early.
Furthermore, to ensure that the data did not include extreme values commonly associated with
anomalies, the outliers were removed from the dataset using the boxplot method. Table 14 shows
the values used in the boxplot method to remove the outliers from the Route 11 data.
Table 14: Box Plot Method Applied to Remove Outliers (Adherence Variable)
Min.
-4482

1st quartile
-537

Median
-242

Mean
-375

3rd quartile
-76

Maximum
1048

Based on the data in Table 14, the average number of buses are arriving 375 seconds (6.25 minutes)
later to the stop location. The following methodology is used to remove the extreme outliers:
𝐼𝑄𝑅 = −76 − (−537) = 461
𝐻ℏ𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑏 = 𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑑݊𝑢3 ∗ 461 − 76 = 1307
𝐿 = 𝑦𝑟𝑎𝑑݊𝑢𝑏 𝑟𝑒𝑤−537 − 3 ∗ 461 = −1920
The formula above shows the data in which their adherence variable is either less than 1920 or
greater than 1307, which should be removed from dataset. After removing the outliers, 60,808
records are available.
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Fitting Distributions
To analyze the on-time, early, or late arrival of buses, a histogram of the adherence variable was
used. The histogram is the graphical representation of a numerical value; however, to study the
variable continuously, a probability distribution curve can be fitted to the existing histogram. The
next section shows the different distributions, which were assigned to four levels of data, including
route level, direction level (east and west), and a specific trip level. Minitab© software is used in
this study to find the best available distribution curve for each histogram (Arend, 1993).
For this analysis, 60,808 data records from Route 11 were used. Figure 26 shows the histogram of
this data.

Histogram of Schedule Adherence
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Figure 26: Scheduled Adherence Histogram for Route 11
Table 15 displays the data derived from the use of the distribution identification tool in the
Minitab© software.

Table 15: Distributions Analysis for Route 11
Distribution
Normal
Three-Parameter Lognormal

AD
2033.594
2047.028

P-Value
<0.005
<0.010
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Location
-5.78498
7.10118

Scale
6.43278
0.00532

Threshold
-1219.18072

Smallest Extreme Value
Largest Extreme Value

435.335
4456.845

<0.010
<0.010

-3.01643
-9.35726

4.54829
8.21975

According to Table 15, two distributions of Smallest Extreme Value and Largest Extreme Value
are selected and fitted into the data. In addition, the Three-Parameter Lognormal and Normal
distributions were included, as they are commonly used in this type of analysis. From these
distributions, the Smallest Extreme Value is the best fit, based on the p-value and the AndersonDarling statistic (AD). The fitted distributions are shown in Figures 27 to 30.

Histogram of Schedule Adherence
With Normal Distribution Fit
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Figure 27: Normal Distribution Fitted on Route 11 Schedule Adherence Histogram
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Histogram of Schedule Adherence
Smallest Extreme Value Distribution Fit
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Figure 28: Smallest Extreme Value Distribution Fitted on Route 11 Data

Histogram of Schedule Adherence
Largest Extreme Value Distribution Fit
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Figure 29: Largest Extreme Value Distribution Fitted on Route 11 Data
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Histogram of Schedule Adherence
Three-Parameter Lognormal Distribution Fit
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Figure 30: 3-Parameter Lognormal Distribution Fitted on Route 11 Data
As shown in Figures 27 to 30, the smallest extreme value distribution with a location parameter of
-3.016 and a scale parameter of 4.548 is the best fit for Route 11 data. The location and scale
parameters in the smallest extreme value distribution are considered representative of the mean
and standard deviation in the normal distribution. The difference is that the mean and standard
deviation for normal distributions are based on the arithmetic mean and standard deviation.
However, the location and scale parameters, which are defined for the Lognormal, Weibull and
Extreme Value Distributions, use the geometric mean and standard deviation.
Smallest Extreme Value Distribution
Three types of asymptotic distributions were developed for maximum and minimum values based
on different initial distributions. These distributions are based on the extreme types theorem, and
are widely used in risk management, finance, economics, material science and other industries.
Two of these distributions are of particular interest in reliability engineering: the type I asymptotic
distribution for both maximum and minimum values (for minimum values, referred to as
the Gumbel/Smallest Extreme Value (SEV) distribution in Weibull++), and the type III asymptotic
distribution for minimum values (i.e., the well-known Weibull distribution).
The extreme value type I distribution has two forms. One is based on the largest extreme, and the
other is based on the smallest extreme. These two forms can be used to model the distribution of
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the maximum or minimum number of the samples of various distributions. The general formula
for the pdf of the type I (minimum) distribution is:
𝑥−𝜇
𝜎

1 𝑥−𝜇 −𝑒
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑒 𝜎 𝑒
𝜎
where:
 μ is the location parameter.
 σ is the scale parameter.

When μ=0, σ=1, the above equation reduces to the standard Gumbel (minimum) distribution:
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑒 𝑥 𝑒 −𝑒

𝑥

The reliability function of the Gumbel (minimum) distribution is given by:
𝑅(𝑥) = 𝑒 −𝑒

𝑥

Direction Level (Eastbound of Route 11)
Using the same procedure as the previous section, the data for the eastbound direction of Route 11
is fitted. The distribution was based on 32,111 records, and similar to the entire Route 11, the
smallest extreme value distribution was the best fit with a locations parameter of -2.689 and scale
parameter of 4.115.
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Figure 31: Smallest Extreme Value Distribution Fitted on Route 11 (EB) Data
Direction Level (Westbound of Route 11)
The Westbound direction of Route 11 was composed of 28,697 records. The smallest extreme
value distribution was the best fit with a locations parameter of -3.416 and scale parameter of
5.052.
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Figure 32: Smallest Extreme Value Distribution Fitted on Route 11 (WB) Data
Trip Level
To show the analysis at the trip level, Trip 3491000, which runs in the afternoon peak hour, was
selected. A total of 259 data records were obtained for this specific trip. Analysis showed a smallest
extreme value distribution, with -1.238 as the location parameter and 2.17 as the scale parameter.
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Figure 33: Smallest Extreme Value Distribution Fitted on Trip 3491000
On-time Performance at the Timepoint Level
In this section, the on-time performance of two trips (Trip 3491000 and Trip 3491129) in the
eastbound and outbound direction are analyzed (Table 16). As shown in Table 16, the on-time
performance parameters were considered and labeled as Cases 1, 2 and 3. The parameters are the
equivalent to the on-time performance measure of 5 minutes late and 2 minutes early (Case 1), 5
minutes late and 1 minute early (Case 2), and 5 minutes late to 0 minutes early (Case 3). In addition,
the on-time percentages vary among timepoints along the trips, as well as per direction. This
variability can be reduced by proper scheduling and real-time operation control. Trip 3491129 is
a case of a low OTP, which cannot be improved only by scheduling techniques. Real-time
monitoring can be used to keep buses under the agency’s on-time parameters, which can improve
OTP and reduce the number of late and early events.
According to these assessments, using different parameters can have a significant impact on the
on-time performance outcome. Since transit agencies use different parameters, the OTP
comparison among agencies is difficult. Therefore, the need for standardized OTP parameters is
crucial for the comparison of service reliability across different agencies.
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Table 16: On-Time Performance Measure Percentile for Two Sample Trips
Route 11
Eastbound
Trip ID : 3491000
Stop
Case 1 Case 2
1 (Stop ID 100)
92
75
2 (Stop ID 101)
78
75
3 (Stop ID 102)
80
78
4 (Stop ID 103)
67
64
5 (Stop ID 104)
92
92
6 (Stop ID 961)
88
79
7 (Stop ID 1215) 87
87
8 (Stop ID 1271) 91
91

Westbound
Trip ID: 3491129
Stop
Case 1 Case 2
1 (Stop ID 104)
44
44
2 (Stop ID 106)
40
40
3 (Stop ID 107)
44
44
4 (Stop ID 108)
45
45
5 (Stop ID 952)
56
56

Case 3
50
65
59
46
88
58
83
77

Case 3
42
37
40
43
49

On-Time Performance Optimization (For Trip 3491000)
Based on Table 16, some stops (timepoints) show acceptable on-time performance, while some
stops show very low percentage rates of on-time performance. To find an optimized adherence
value, these values are changed gradually (in 1-minute intervals) to maximize the percentage of
on-time performance. New on-time performance values for the eastbound direction of Trip
3491000 are shown in Table 17.
Table 17: On-Time Performance Value Adjustment
Timepoints
(Stop ID)
Adjustment
-2 minutes
-1 minute
0 (base scenario)
1 minute
2 minutes

100

101

102

103

104

961

1215

1271

81
83
92
78
56

58
68
78
75
78

66
76
80
90
71

46
56
67
72
67

52
75
92
96
92

82
85
88
82
61

52
83
87
96
91

50
68
91
95
82

For trip ID 3491000, there are 153 records, after removing the end-of-line timepoints (Stops 100
and 1271). Based on Table 17, the schedule adherence was optimized and reconstructed a new
curve, as shown in Figure 34. Table 18 shows the adjustment value. Since stop IDs 101 and 961
showed best on-time performance for their existing condition, their adjustment value is 0, and
other stops showed +1 as the best adjustment that improved on-time performance.
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Table 18: Adjustment Value for Existing Adherence in Trip 3491000
Timepoints
(Stop ID)
101
102
103
104
961
1215

Adjustment value to existing adherence
0
+1
+1
+1
0
+1

Figure 34 shows the smallest extreme distribution curve on the adjusted histogram for Trip
3491000. To obtain this histogram, +1 minute is added to the adherence values of all values for
Trip 3491000 with stop IDs 102, 103, 104 and 1215. In addition, the original adherence values of
all values for Trip 3491000 with stop IDs 101 and 961 are kept, since no improvement occurred
when changing the adherence value. Figure 35 shows the before and after adjustment distribution
curves.
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Figure 34: Smallest Extreme Value Distribution Fitted on Adjusted Trip 3491000
Although Trip 34910000 had reasonably good OTP (80%), it could still improve 1% by using
scheduling strategies and adjusting the times at the timepoints, as shown in Figure 35. Further
improvements can achieved by using real-time operational strategies to reduce the late and early
arrival/departures.
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Figure 35: Before/After Adjustment Distribution Plots for Trip 3491000
Table 19 shows the statistical parameters for the two sets of data.
Table 19: Before/After Adjustment Data Statistical Parameters
Dataset \ Source
Before adjustment
After adjustment

Histogram
Mean
Std. Dev
-2.404
2.947
-2.137
3.076

Smallest Extreme Value Distribution
Mean
Std. Dev
-1.275
2.287
-0.7423
2.34

Figure 36 shows a bar chart for adherence values before and after the adjustment.
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On-time Performance (%)

Route 11, Trip 3491000
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Figure 36: Before and After Adjustment at the Timepoint Level
Figure 37 shows an example of what would happen if the variability of adherence values were
reduced. This figure clearly shows that OTP is optimized, as most of the area under the SEV
distribution is within the OTP parameters.

Figure 37: Before/After Distributions with Variability Adjustments for Trip 3491000
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On-Time Performance Optimization (For Trip 3491108)
In this section, the trip optimization procedure is used for a trip with a lower on-time performance
(Trip 3491108) (Table 20). The average on-time performance for this trip is calculated as 54%.
This is a weekday trip, which is normally conducted around 8:00 a.m. Stops are 104, 106, 107,
108, 453, 952, and 1215.
Table 20: On-Time Performance for Trip 3491108
Route 11
Trip ID : 3491108
Timepoints
Case 1
1 (Stop ID 104)
66 %
2 (Stop ID 106)
57 %
3 (Stop ID 107)
53 %
4 (Stop ID 108)
48 %
5 (Stop ID 453)
47 %
6 (Stop ID 952)
60 %
7 (Stop ID 1215)
23 %
In order to find an optimized adherence value, the value is changed gradually (in 1-minute
intervals) to maximize the percentage of on-time performance for each timepoint on the trip. The
adjusted on-time performance values are shown in Table 21, and the number of minutes each
timepoint needs adjusting is displayed in Table 22.
Table 21: On-Time Performance Value Adjustment
Timepoints
(Stop ID)
Adjustments
-2 minutes
-1 minute
0 (base scenario)
1 minute
2 minutes
3 minutes
4 minutes
5 minutes
6 minutes

104

106

107

108

453

952

1215

39%
63%
66%
71%
79%
76%
68%
53%
32%

26%
40%
57%
66%
74%
71%
60%
60%
46%

33%
42%
53%
67%
64%
62%
58%
47%
38%

31%
40%
48%
60%
65%
60%
58%
48%
40%

37%
39%
47%
43%
43%
43%
41%
43%
41%

44%
52%
60%
66%
64%
68%
44%
36%
32%

15%
23%
23%
23%
31%
38%
38%
38%
31%
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Table 22: Adjustment Value for Existing Adherence in Trip 3491108
Stop ID
104
106
107
108
453
952
1215

Adjustment value to existing adherence
+2
+2
+1
+2
0
+3
+3

Figure 38 shows the smallest extreme distribution curve on the adjusted histogram for Trip
3491108. To obtain this histogram, the existing schedule adherence records were modified using
the adjustment values in Table 22 to generate a new dataset. Figure 39 shows the before and after
adjustment distribution curves.
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Figure 38: Smallest Extreme Value Distribution Fitted on Adjusted Trip 3491108
The use of the area under the Smallest Extreme Value Distributions within the [-5, 2] OTP
parameters yielded an increase after the timepoint adjustments. For instance, in Figure 39, the ontime area increased from 46% to 53%, which is an approximate increase of 7% for that particular
trip.
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Figure 39: Before/After Adjustment Distribution Plots for Trip 3491108
Table 23 shows the statistical parameters for the two sets of data.
Table 23: Before/After Adjustment Data Statistical Parameters
Dataset \ Source
Before adjustment
After adjustment

Histogram
Mean
Std. Dev
-6.32
6.38
-4.61
6.44

Smallest Extreme Value Distribution
Location
Scale
-3.64
4.197
-1.904
4.265

Figure 40 shows an OTP bar chart for all of the timepoints along Trip 3491108, both before and
after the time adjustments.
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Route 11, Trip 3491108
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Figure 40: Before and After Adjustment at the Timepoint Level
Figure 41 demonstrates the OTP improvements by keeping the location parameter as constant,
while changing the scale parameter. As the scale parameter relates to the variation of schedule
adherence values, improving OTP can be achieved by the use of good operational strategies, such
as monitoring of the transit fleet and taking immediate action to prevent service degradation. For
instance, if the scale value changed from 4.265 to 0.865, the area under the curve of the distribution
increases from 53% to 97% (44% improvement), which is a considerable increase. This is only
obtained when strict operational procedures are in place.
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Figure 41: Before/After Adjustment of Scale Parameter for Trip 3491108
Finally, Figure 42 shows an example of further OTP improvements. In this case, the scale
parameter is kept constant, and the location parameter is shifted to maximize the area within the
on-time performance parameters. As a result, a 99.71% OTP is achieved (2.71% improvement).
This fictitious exercise is for illustration purposes and can only be achieved by an exceptional
combination of operations strategies (control of variability) and scheduling techniques
(modification of the timetables).
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Figure 42: Before/After Adjustment of Location Parameter for Trip 3491108

Bus Bunching Analysis
In public transportation, bus bunching is a condition that occurs when buses traveling in the same
direction draw closer to one another in terms of distance, so that eventually they travel in a bunch
or group along the route. This occurs when at least one of the vehicles is unable to maintain its
schedule and therefore ends up closer to the other vehicles. Bus bunching results in unreliable
service, long wait times for passengers, overcrowded vehicles, and near empty buses.
Prevention of Bus Bunching
Bus bunching can be prevented in several ways. Following are some commonly used strategies to
prevent bunching.
1. Hold buses at certain timepoints along the route.
2. Allow crowded buses to skip certain stops.
3. Maintain a maximum number of passengers in the bus.
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Calculation of Bus Bunching
Our approach for calculating bus bunching is based on time-space diagrams of the trips along a
route. For the data analysis, the HART General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data was stored
in an SQL Server database, and Route 5 was used for the analysis and the creation of the figures.
Following are the basic steps for calculating bus bunching:
1. Collecting data for a route.
The data is queried for an entire route for a specific time period using an SQL statement
for the combined GTFS static and GTFS real-time tables.
select T.trip_id,T.direction_id, STU.stop_id,STU.stop_sequence,S.stop_lat,S.stop_lon
,STU.arrival_delay,TU.timestamp, VP.position_latitude,VP.position_longitude from
Trips T,trip_updates TU, stop_time_updates STU, vehicle_positions VP, stops S where
T.route_id=5
and
TU.trip_id=T.trip_id
and
S.stop_id=STU.stop_id
and
STU.trip_update_id=TU.oid
and
(VP.vehicle_id=TU.vehicle_id
and
VP.timestamp=TU.timestamp)
Figure 43 shows the tables used in the SQL query.
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Figure 43: Static and Real-Time GTFS Tables
The dataset results in the Excel spreadsheet is the collection of all trips, which belongs to Route 5,
as shown in Figure 44.
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Figure 44: Dataset Results for Route 5
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2. Separating data for each trip: Records for each trip are separated so that additional data can
be processed (Figure 45). All of these records are sorted by timestamps.

Figure 45: Dataset for Individual Trips
3. Calculating the distance between latitude/longitude points. An Excel equation was used, as
follows:
Distance = 6371*ACOS(COS(RADIANS(90-I2))*COS(RADIANS(90-I3))+
SIN(RADIANS(90-I2))*SIN(RADIANS(90-I3))*COS(RADIANS(J2-J3)))/1.609
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Where I2 = Latitude 1 in decimals
J2 = Longitude 1 in decimals
I3 = Latitude 2 in decimals
J3 = Longitude 2 in decimals

The unit for this calculation is a mile.
The distance between two points is calculated using the previous formula. Then, to obtain the total
distance covered by a bus, the cumulative distance is calculated by adding the previous distances

=6371*ACOS(COS(RADIANS(90-I2))*COS(RADIANS(90-I3))+SIN(RADIANS(90
I2))*SIN(RADIANS(90-I3))*COS(RADIANS(J2-J3)))/1.609

(Figure 46).
Figure 46: Distance and Cumulative Distance
4. After calculating the distance, the timestamp versus distance graphs for each trip is
prepared (Figure 47).
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Figure 47: Timestamp and Distance Data
Graphs were created for a specific weekday; in this case, a Tuesday, for three consecutive weeks:
December 9, 2014, December 16, 2014 and December 23, 2014. The purpose was to observe
potential variations (e.g., headways, times, distances) from one week to another.
Time-space diagrams can help visualize bus bunching. Figures 48, 49, and 50 show southbound
trips on HART’s Route 5 for Tuesday, for three consecutive weeks, starting on December 9, 2014.
The goal was to find a pattern of changes from week to week on a particular day. As can be seen
in the abovementioned figures, with the expectation of minor deviations, the trips had uniform
headways, which makes for a good case and ideal situation.
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Figure 48: Hart Transit Route 5

Figure 49: Hart Transit Route 5
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Figure 50: Hart Transit Route 5
In addition, plots are created with the use of the trip latitude and longitude data. Figure 51 shows
the location of the vehicles on a directional trip along Route 5. As expected, the vehicles follow
the same path as the Route 5 alignment presented in Figure 51. This plot was created using archived
GTFS-realtime data, which is useful for visualizing bus locations on a map. As can be seen, this
is a rather uniform set of location points. For a specific view of a particular location or a segment
of the route, maps can be zoomed in and out. Overall, the plot can be used as a planning tool,
which can help determine segments that may need special attention.
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Figure 51: HART Transit Route 5 (Trip #42359 Southbound)
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In the case of MDT Route 288, a different strategy was used: bidirectional trips for a weekday
were selected during 5:30 a.m. and 10:00 a.m. for a particular day (October 15, 2015). By using
the space-time diagram (Figure 52), areas of concern are identified and analyzed. The results show
the bus bunching and gap issues, with the more prominent cases in the eastbound direction. It
appears that for this particular day, the eastbound trips between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. start having
problems at SW 88 Street/SW 127 Avenue. This needs to be investigated further, as it could be a
repeating issue or an isolated issue for that particular day due to a traffic incident or other
unexpected event. If this is a repeated issue, transit operators need to monitor and identify the
reasons for this occurrence at this location and find the most appropriate solution. The causes may
vary, such as scheduling issues that can be resolved by modifying the timetable, or a traffic light
problem that can be solved by better signal coordination. Nevertheless, addressing this issue and
working with the appropriate transit department or organization can improve the reliability of the
route.

Figure 52: Miami-Dade Transit Route 288
Figure 53 depicts the geographic locations of a vehicle on an eastbound trip (Trip 3502699) along
Route 288 eastbound. Areas where gaps occur can be determined by using the archived data of
vehicle locations. It appears that the locations west of SW 122 Avenue are uniform, while the
locations to the east are more spread out. The reasons for this effect could vary and have different
explanations, such as traffic issues, spacing of stops, stop ridership, bus speed, etc. Again, knowing
the traffic and road conditions of a route can improve the reliability of the route. Furthermore,
maps are a great tool for monitoring transit vehicles and identifying potential bunching issues so
that appropriate action can be taken for prevention of such occurrences. One approach is to safely
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speed up vehicles while slowing down others. Holding buses at timepoints may work, but this has
a disadvantageous effect on the passengers waiting inside the vehicle. Modifying the vehicle
speeds to control bunching has a less negative impact.

Figure 53: Miami-Dade Transit Route 288 (Trip #3502699 Eastbound)
Figure 54 displays another way to visualize trips along a particular stop on Route 288. This time
diagram shows different eastbound trips on Route 288, at the SW 88 Street/SW 127 Avenue
timepoint between 6:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. This figure also shows some potential bunching around
6:00 a.m., bunching at 7:00 a.m., and somewhat normal service at around 8:00 a.m.
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Figure 54: Trips by Time of Day on SW 88 Street/SW 127 Avenue
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Trip #3502696

PRODUCING ON-TIME PERFORMANCE FROM GTFSREALTIME DATA
The GTFS and GTFS-realtime data specifications have revolutionized the transit industry – for the
first time, data from a large number of agencies are available in the same format. While GTFS and
GTFS-realtime were developed to power customer-facing transit apps, a unified format also makes
data analysis and processing across multiple agencies much simpler. Data no longer needs to be
converted by hand from a proprietary data format (usually specific to a vendor) into a common
format for analysis. Additionally, having the data openly available in a common format straight
from the data source (i.e., transit agency) also allows the development of software tools to automate
the data collection and analysis process for any agency that openly shares their GTFS and GTFS
realtime data.
This section proposes a process and proof-of-concept software tool for generating schedule
deviation information directly from GTFS and GTFS-realtime data, which can then be used to
determine on-time performance (OTP).
GTFS-realtime – The Raw Data
As presented in the “Understanding GTFS-realtime” section, there are two primary types of realtime information shared in a GTFS-realtime feed that are directly relevant to calculating OTP –
Vehicle Positions and Trip Updates.
Vehicle Positions
A GTFS-realtime Vehicle Positions feed contains the latitude and longitude of the vehicle, along
with other information such as the trip ID the vehicle is currently running. Here is an example
snapshot of a Vehicle Position from HART’s feed for a single vehicle – a GTFS-realtime feed will
include this data for all vehicles currently running routes:
entity {
id: "vehicle_position_1012"
vehicle {
trip {
trip_id: "183242"
}
position {
latitude: 28.069168
longitude: -82.45089
bearing: 75.0
speed: 12.0
}
vehicle {
id: "1012"
}
}
}
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Trip Updates
A GTFS-realtime Trip Updates feed contains the predictions for when a vehicle will arrive and
depart at upcoming stops. Here is an example snapshot of a Trip Update from HART’s feed for a
single prediction – a GTFS-realtime feed will typically include this data for all trips in blocks that
currently have vehicles running routes:
entity {
id: "trip_update_183242"
trip_update {
trip {
trip_id: "183242"
}
stop_time_update {
stop_sequence: 57
arrival {
delay: 120
}
departure {
delay: 120
}
stop_id: "4027"
}
vehicle {
id: "1012"
}
}
}

The “delay” value is the estimated number of seconds that this vehicle is running early (a negative
value) or late (a positive value). In the above example, the vehicle is predicted to be running 2
minutes behind schedule for its arrival and departure at stop ID 4027 as part of trip ID 183242.
Some advanced AVL systems provide multiple stop_time_updates per trip, meaning that the
system predicts arrivals for more than one upcoming stop in the current trip. These systems
presumably use real-time or historical information when generating per-stop predictions, instead
of just generating a single prediction for the vehicle.
Producing Schedule Deviation from GTFS-realtime Data
OTP is calculated using schedule deviation measurements. Schedule deviation is the difference
between when a vehicle is scheduled to arrive or depart at a stop or timepoint, and when it actually
arrives or departs. As mentioned earlier in this report, in the case that arrival and departure
deviations are known, departure deviations are preferred for measuring on-time performance (a
vehicle could arrive early at a stop, but depart on-time, not adversely affecting the rider).
At a glance, it may seem like that schedule deviation information is readily available from the Trip
Updates feed – there is a “delay” value contained within the data itself. However, one must
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remember that GTFS-realtime was designed primarily for user-facing applications, such as telling
a rider how long it will be until their bus arrives. As a result, the “delay” value is a prediction of a
future event (i.e., the bus arriving/departing at a stop it has not yet visited), which may not be the
same as when the vehicle actually arrived/departed at that stop. Other Trip Update fields such as
stop_id and stop_sequence may help in determining when a vehicle passed a stop (and as a result
the schedule deviation) – for example, when the stop_id and stop_sequence changes, one could
assume that the vehicle just passed the previous stop_id and is on its way to the next stop. However,
the GTFS-realtime specification does not require this behavior – a feed could still be publishing a
stop_id with a prediction after a vehicle passes that stop. The GTFS-realtime specification simply
says that consumers should simply propagate the delay information to all remaining stops in the
trip. As a result, Trip Updates alone are not a good candidate for calculating schedule deviation.
A better approach is to leverage the Vehicle Position format and the location information contained
in that feed to determine when a vehicle arrived/departed at a stop.
Determining When a Vehicle Arrived at a Stop
Figure 55 shows example GPS data from a transit vehicle (red connected dots), along with bus
stops for a transit route, it is currently running (blue connected dots).
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Figure 55: Example GPS Data and Closest Stops for a Vehicle Running a Transit Route
Each GPS location has a timestamp associated with it. AVL systems typically send GPS updates
from vehicles at a fixed time interval (e.g., every 30 seconds), and/or when a vehicle passes a
particular geographic location (i.e., a timepoint). Timepoints may be co-located with bus stop
locations, but they can also be assigned to arbitrary geographic locations if allowed by the
CAD/AVL system. Transit agencies typically use schedule deviation at timepoints to measure
OTP, and there are typically far fewer timepoints than bus stops.
The bus stops locations are defined in the GTFS stops.txt file, and the order of which the stops are
visited for a particular trip (A-B-C-D in Figure 55) is defined in GTFS stop_times.txt.
stop_times.txt also contains an optional field “timepoint” where agencies can indicate if a stop is
a timepoint and strictly adhered to by the transit vehicle (1), or if the scheduled arrival/departure
time at that stop is simply an approximation (0).
By measuring the distance between the GPS positions and stops, the closest bus stops to each GPS
point can be determined. The closest stop for each GPS location is shown using the dashed blue
line in Figure 55 and example distance values to illustrate this concept are shown in Table 24.
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Table 24: Calculating Simplified Schedule Deviation from GPS Data
GPS
Point

Closest
Stop

Distance to
Stop
(meters)

Scheduled
Arrival

GPS
Timestamp

1
2
3
4
5

A
B
B
C
D

30 m
60 m
20 m
70 m
50 m

9:00:00am
9:05:00am
9:05:00am
9:10:00am
9:15:00am

9:01:30am
9:02:30am
9:05:30am
9:08:00am
9:13:30am

Simplified
Schedule
Deviation
(seconds)
90 sec
-150 sec
30 sec
120 sec
90 sec

A simplified schedule deviation can be calculated by subtracting the GPS timestamp from the
scheduled arrival/departure time from that stop – example scheduled arrivals and GPS timestamps
are shown in Table 24, with the far right column holding the simplified schedule deviation.
The primary challenge in calculating schedule deviation is determining exactly when a vehicle
arrived or departed at a stop/timepoint. As can be seen in Figure 55, GPS locations will never fall
exactly on the bus stop location due to the offset of the bus stop location from the road, the update
rate of the GPS, and error in the GPS positions and geocoded bus stop positions. As a result, the
simplified schedule deviation shown in Table 24 approximates the true schedule deviation. This
approximation will be more accurate in the cases where the GPS update is closer to the stop – for
example, Stop B has two GPS updates associated with it. The second update, GPS Point 3, is closer
than the first (GPS Point 2). Therefore, the simplified schedule deviation calculated for Stop B
using GPS Point 3 (30 seconds) is likely to be closer to the true deviation than GPS Point 2 (-150
seconds).
The accuracy of the schedule deviation approximation can have an impact on calculating OTP.
For example, using the closer GPS Point 3 for Stop B resulted in a schedule deviation of 30 seconds
(running late). If the further GPS Point 2 was used that appeared before the bus stop, the schedule
deviation would have been 150 seconds (running early). Less frequent GPS updates would yield
larger potential error in approximations.
As mentioned above, OTP is typically calculated using schedule deviation at timepoints, which
may be co-located with bus stops. Therefore, some of the schedule deviations for stops shown
Table 24 may not be used in calculating OTP. For example, if the only timepoints on this route
were Stops A and C, average schedule deviation for this data would be:
avg. schedule deviation = (90 + 120) / 2 = 105 seconds
However, if Stops A, B, C, and D are all timepoints, then the average schedule deviation would
be:
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avg. schedule deviation = (90 + 30 + 120 + 90) / 4 = 82.5 seconds
Therefore, it is important that agencies provide the GTFS stop_times.txt timepoint field so it can
be used to accurately calculate schedule deviation and OTP.
The “Conclusions, Observations, and Next Steps” chapter outlines future work related to
producing better approximations of schedule deviation.
Proof-of-Concept Open-Source Software Tool
To demonstrate the calculation of schedule deviation and OTP from GTFS and GTFS-realtime
data, the research team created the “On-Time Performance Calculator” open-source project, which
is available on Github at https://github.com/CUTR-at-USF/ontime-performance-calculator
(Figure 56).

Figure 56: The On-Time Performance Calculator Open-source Tool
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This tool uses two datasets as input:
1. Archived
GTFS-realtime
data
–
The
open-source
project
GTFSrDB
(https://github.com/mattwigway/gtfsrdb) can be used to archive GTFS-realtime data into a
relational database such as Microsoft SQL Server.
2. GTFS data - A zip file containing GTFS data from the same time period as the archived
GTFS-realtime data.
When executed, the tool loads the data and calculates the simplified schedule deviation for each
GPS point and the closest stop as shown in Figure 55 and Table 24, using the following algorithm:
1. Find the closest stop S in Trip A to a GPS point for Trip A. Then, find the scheduled time
of closest stop S and whether or not it is a timepoint from the GTFS data. At this point, we
also have the timestamp for P from the GTFS-realtime database.
2. Calculate the simplified schedule deviation (timestamp P – scheduled time at stop S) and
store it as a field in the GTFs-realtime vehicle positions database table.
3. If there are multiple GPS points assigned to the same stop S for the same Trip A, update
the database via a SQL query to mark, which is the closest point to that stop S for each day
of service – the schedule deviation for this point is what should be used to calculate OTP.
Additional documentation for this tool is located in the README page of the project on Github.
Future work can expand the capabilities of this tool to calculate schedule deviation using a number
of heuristics, as well as OTP, as discussed in the “Conclusions, Observations, and Next Steps”
chapter. The tool could also be improved to use the capabilities of spatial databases to reduce
execution time when determining proximity of GPS data to stops.
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CONCLUSIONS, OBSERVATIONS, AND NEXT STEPS
Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems are computer-based vehicle tracking systems that
measure the real-time positions of vehicles, which can relay the data back to a central location.
AVL systems are most frequently used when identifying the location of vehicles for a variety of
purposes including fleet management. AVL systems track vehicles using location technologies,
but GPS is the most effective and accurate tracking system for transit. The GPS system works
through a network of orbiting satellites that transmit signals to the ground at polling intervals.
Special receivers on each vehicle read the available signals and triangulate to determine their
position. The geographic location, along with the date, time, and other operational data is sent to
the transit agency to be used immediately for daily operations such as scheduling and service
planning. Furthermore, the use of historical AVL data can help analysts identify recurring
problems that occurred in the past, which can help develop solutions to these problems.
AVL data can be used to measure, monitor, and improve service reliability, also referred to as ontime performance (OTP). On-time performance is very important to transit customers. Strategies
can improve customer satisfaction and attract new transit riders. Transit agencies understand that
reliability is necessary in order to improve service and this can be achieved at a relatively low cost.
Therefore, the benefit-to-cost ratio of improving on-time performance is expected to be significant.
To improve transit service reliability, there is a need for a systematic review of archived AVL data
and the use of real-time data. This can help monitor the transit system and identify recurring service
problems, as well as find conditions in the data that exist in the time period preceding the service
problem.
Initial studies regarding the analysis of service reliability mainly concentrate on configuring AVL
systems and the potential use of data to analyze transit performance. Later studies focus on
developing methodologies for analyzing service reliability and strategies to restore services. There
are several methodologies derived from the proposed indicators by TCRP Report 165.
Unfortunately, most of these analyses are limited to historical archived data, with the exception of
a few studies; the findings are more useful for planning rather than operations. Early identification
of these conditions can help transit agencies make intelligent decisions not only from the planning
perspective, but also for the real-time operations, which can determine the best course of action
for avoiding service degradation. This can also enhance the quality of service and customer
satisfaction.
According to the literature review, there are several weaknesses in the performance measurement
of transit services. Quality of transit service can degrade for many reasons, both externally and
internally. Reasons for the degradation range from inadequate service network design,
mismanagement of resources (vehicle, crew), and very high passenger load, to more stochastic
causes, such as weather, driver behavior, policy, etc. However, previous works reference schedule
deviation and variability of trip running time as the main causes for service degradation.
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AVL systems play an important role in overcoming most of the limitations discussed above,
whether related to service performance indicators or service improvements or restoration. Most
agencies use the AVL system for service monitoring, but only a few agencies take advantage of
the immense amount of data and information generated by the system. Furthermore, the systems
currently used for service monitoring or bus dispatching are limited in the area of detecting early
indications of possible service failure. This study attempts to address these issues and presents
suggestions for improving service reliability. Again, the ideas presented can be used on a limited
scale. A better alternative is the development of a software tool that takes full advantage of the
archived and real-time AVL data for improving transit service reliability, as highlighted
throughout this report.
In order to improve service reliability, different elements were investigated from the transit agency
point of view, such as improving on-time performance and monitoring schedule adherence and
vehicle bunching to prevent service degradation. Static and real-time GTFS data from HART and
data from the MDT AVL system are used. The HART datasets included both static and real-time
data. To help prepare the GTFS data for this project’s data analysis, a diagram was developed by
the research team, which is shown in Figure 10. It depicts the GTFS static and real-time data
elements that were used, as well as its relationships, and the expected outputs.
The two MDT datasets included archived data at timepoint level and data compiled from real-time
outputs. The goal was to demonstrate how service reliability is improved by modifying the
timetables and by monitoring schedule adherence and bus bunching, which is accomplished by
using transit planning, scheduling, and operations strategies and techniques.
For on-time performance, several data issues are discussed, such as the quality of the data, schedule
adherence parameters, missing records, extreme values or outliers, end-of-line timepoints, and
other issues that may have an impact on the way OTP is calculated, measured, monitored, and
managed. Service degradation is addressed through the monitoring of bus schedule adherence and
of conditions such as the fluctuating spacing among vehicles, which can lead to bus bunching.
The importance of creating a tool or tools to help transit agencies improve service reliability is
emphasized throughout this report. Figure 20 presents a diagram of a potential reliability system.
In this architectural view, there are two components of the system: On-Time Performance and Bus
Bunching. In the first component, there are three sub-components: early, on time, and late.
Feedback is sent to the system for any responses (early, on time, and late).
The alarms could be set up in stages based on the severity and the level of detail (e.g., trip, route,
or system level). For instance, for on-time performance, an alarm for Stage 3 could be set to be
lower than 50% for a trip. This can alert an operations supervisor to take immediate action before
the service deteriorates any further. Ideally, the issue should be addressed at Stage 1 when OTP is
set up to be something like 70%. Similarly, bus bunching is addressed based on the headway
between vehicles. That is, if the actual headway is half of the scheduled headway, the Stage 2
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alarm is triggered. In any case, the settings should be based on agency policy and availability of
resources.
Results from Case Studies
The examples presented in the Case Studies section can be used as a reference for strategies and
techniques that improve service reliability. The following are various on-time performance
parameters that are used by transit agencies. Buses are considered on time when they are within
the following parameters:
a. 5 minutes late and 2 minutes early [-5, 2].
b. 5 minutes late and 1 minutes early [-5, 1].
c. 5 minutes late and 0 minutes early [-5, 0].
Different statistical distributions were considered in the calculations, such as Normal, ThreeParameter Lognormal, Smallest Extreme Value, and Largest Extreme Value. Of all of these
distributions, the Smallest Extreme Value distribution performed the best for the datasets used in
this project. The data analysis was conducted at the Route, Direction, Trip, and Timepoint levels.
The use of different examples, strategies and techniques were used to demonstrate how on-time
performance can be improved. For instance, in the case of Trip 3491108, a series of steps for the
improvement of on-time performance are shown below by 1) adjusting the times in the timetable
(7% improvement); 2) controlling the variability (44% improvement), and 3) shifting the times in
the timetable (2.71% improvement). The basic optimization steps are as follows:
1) Improve on-time performance by adjusting the times at the timepoints.
2) Reduce the schedule adherence variability by real-time monitoring and control.
3) Shift the times in timetables to maximize OTP.
In public transportation, bus bunching is a condition that occurs when buses running in the same
direction get so close to one another that they travel in a bunch or group along the same route. This
occurs when at least one of the vehicles is unable to maintain its schedule and ends up drawing
closer to the other vehicles. Bus bunching results in unreliable service, long wait times for
passengers, overcrowded vehicles, and near empty buses.
Prevention of Bus Bunching
Bus bunching can be prevented in several ways. Following are some commonly used strategies to
prevent bunching.
1. Hold buses at certain timepoints along the route.
2. Allow crowded buses to skip certain stops.
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3. Maintain a maximum number of passengers on the bus.
Calculation of Bus Bunching
Our approach for calculating bus bunching is based on time-space diagrams of the trips along a
route. For the data analysis, the HART General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data was stored
in an SQL Server database, and Route 5 was used for the analysis and creation of the figures. The
HART datasets included both static and real-time GTFS data.
The basic steps needed to accomplish this task include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Collect data for a route
Separate data for each trip
Calculate the distance
Create time-space graphs

From a planning perspective, time-space diagrams can help visualize bus bunching. That is, when
consecutive trips grow further apart, create gaps or start bus bunching, negative impacts occur and
affect the quality of service. Figures 48, 49, and 50, which were generated from GTFS data, show
southbound trips on HART’s Route 5 on a specific day; in this case, a Tuesday, during three
consecutive weeks starting on December 9, 2014. The purpose for this task was to observe any
changes from week to week on a particular day. As can be seen, with the exception of minor
deviations, the trips had uniform headways.
In addition, plots are created using the trip latitude and longitude data. Figure 51 shows the location
of the vehicles on a directional trip along Route 5. As expected, the vehicles follow the same path
as the Route 5 alignment presented in Figure 23. This plot was created using archived real-time
GTFS data, which is useful for visualizing bus locations on a map. This is a rather uniform set of
location points. Maps can be zoomed in and out for a specific view of a particular location or a
segment of the route. Overall, plots are used as planning tools, which can help determine segments
that may need special attention.
From the transit operator’s perspective, monitoring the locations of vehicles real-time on a map or
other graphical representation of the vehicle locations can help maintain the headways. If buses
appear to be getting too close to each other, some action may need to be taken.
Again, knowing the traffic and road conditions of a route can improve the reliability of the route.
Furthermore, maps are a great tool for monitoring transit vehicles and identifying potential
bunching issues so that appropriate action can be taken for prevention of such issues. One approach
is to safely speed up vehicles while slowing down others. Holding buses at timepoints may work,
but it has a disadvantageous effect on the passengers waiting inside the vehicle. Modifying the
vehicle speeds to control bunching has a less negative impact.
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Due to the complexity of using GTFS and AVL data, the ideal solution is to develop a
computerized tool or tools to help transit agencies provide reliable services. With a computerized
system, management and staff can easily monitor, manage, and improve the reliability of the transit
system.
General Observations
Transit reliability is a desired outcome and is probably one of the least expensive services a transit
agency can perform to improve transit service. This research concentrates on two techniques that
improve the reliability of a transit service: on-time performance and bus bunching. These
techniques are linked mainly to transit scheduling and operation. Nevertheless, planning can also
play a role in analyzing data to assist the scheduling and operations departments.
Data Issues
When using AVL data for on-time performance, there are some issues that need to be taken into
consideration, such as cleaning the data, which may require deletion of unnecessary fields, end of
the line timepoints, and outliers that use statistical methods like the Box Plot method. Similarly,
for bunching detection, only the necessary fields should be included, such us geographic location
and timestamp. In addition, it should be pointed out that manipulating large amounts of data and
complex queries can be time-consuming, which needs to be take into consideration if the agency
has limited resources.
Another issue is using the mean or median schedule adherence values from AVL systems. It is
advisable not to use these values to adjust the times in the timetables, as they may cause buses to
arrive and depart early. By using mean or median values from AVL systems, there is a good
probability that buses arrive early and decrease on-time performance, which is not a desired
outcome. In order to optimize on-time performance, buses should arrive/depart within the on-time
performance parameters. For illustration purposes, and assuming the use of normal distribution,
consider that the middle of the OTP parameters for [-5, 2] is -1.5; for [-5, 1] is -2, and for [-5, 0]
is -2.5. Using the [-5, 0] case to optimize OTP, the mean value of the schedule adherence values
should be set to be 2.5 minutes late (not the mean = 0, as commonly used). As a result, buses would
have to depart 2.5 minutes later on average. In the case of [-5, 2], this value is only 1.5 minutes
late, which is closer to the time that passengers expect the buses to depart.
To avoid conflicts between two different goals (maximizing OTP and adhering to schedule), it is
suggested that the [-5, 2] parameters be used. Ideally, the late and early on-time performance
parameters should be equal.
While GTFS-realtime data offers huge potential that would allow the automated processing of data
from a large number of agencies in a standardized format, GTFS-realtime does not directly provide
schedule deviation or OTP measurements. As a result, schedule deviation must be calculated using
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vehicle position information in the GTFS-realtime feed and the bus stop locations in the GTFS
data. OTP can then be calculated from the schedule deviations. As discussed in the chapter
“Producing On-Time Performance from GTFS-realtime Data,” these schedule deviations are
approximations, the accuracy of which is affected by the vehicle GPS update rate, bus stop location
and vehicle GPS errors, and offset of the bus stop location from the road. For example, newer
AVL systems that provide GPS updates for each vehicle every 30 seconds would typically result
in more accurate schedule deviation values than an older AVL system that updates every 2 minutes.
Future research should focus on better understanding how different approximations of schedule
deviations can affect OTP. Possible heuristics for producing better approximations of schedule
deviation from bus stop location and GPS data include:
1. Distance-based estimation using straight lines – The true arrival/departure time can be
estimated by using the straight-line distance from the GPS location to the stop to estimate
how long it would take the bus to travel this distance.
2. Distance-based estimation using road network information – The true arrival/departure
time can be estimated by using the distance traveled on the road network from the GPS
location to the stop to estimate how long it would take the bus to travel this distance on the
road. This could use either the GTFS shapes.txt data if provided, or a separate road network
database.
3. History-based interpolation or regression using archived vehicle location data – The
true arrival/departure time at the stop can be interpolated or calculating using regression
by using historical travel time information based on archived vehicle location data on that
same route.
4. Machine-learning-based estimation using archived vehicle location data – The true
arrival/departure time can be estimated using machine learning techniques and a large
history of vehicle position information.
5. Arrival prediction-based estimation – The true arrival/departure time can be estimated
by using the Trip Updates feed data (i.e., predicted vehicle arrivals) along with the vehicle
GPS location data.
6. Hybrid estimation – Several of the above techniques could be combined to improve the
accuracy of the approximations.
It should be noted that calculating schedule deviations for determining OTP is conceptually very
similar to predicting the arrival and departure times of the transit vehicle in real-time for passenger
information systems – the goal of both processes is to estimate when a vehicle arrives or departs
at a stop given vehicle position information. Therefore, the literature for prediction techniques,
including regression (Biagioni et al. (2011), Core. (2016), Zimmerman et al. (2011)) and machine
learning algorithms (Bin (2006), Ding (2000), Chien et al. (2002), Chien et al. (2003), Gurmu
(2014), Jeong et al. (2004), Jeong et al. (2005), Wang (2014), Yu et al. (2011)), should be
examined in the context of schedule deviation and OTP.
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Future work should also examine how the selection of timepoint locations (including co-located
vs. not co-located with bus stops) can affect the calculation of on-time performance.
As mentioned earlier, when calculating OTP departure schedule deviations are preferred to arrival
schedule deviations. The accuracy of calculating actual arrives vs. actual departures should be
examined to see if one is more accurate than the other. For example, if vehicles tend to bias
towards reporting a GPS location when approaching a stop rather than reporting a position when
leaving that stop, then arrival schedule deviations could be more accurate than departure schedule
deviations.
There are several caveats that must be considered when calculating schedule deviation and ontime performance from GTFS and GTFS-realtime data, as outlined below.
1. GTFS stops_times.txt “timepoint” field is optional – The “timepoint” field is relatively
new in GTFS, as it was officially added to the specification in February 2016. As a result,
it is not yet widely adopted. Additionally, while prior to the addition of this field agencies
where supposed to only include timepoints in stop_times.txt, many agencies also included
interpolated scheduled times for non-timepoints. Therefore, one must exercise caution
when processing datasets without the “timepoint” field and determine whether or not the
data in stop_times.txt represents only timepoints, or all stops for that trip.
2. GTFS timepoints must be co-located with stops – Each entry in GTFS stop_times.txt,
the file in which the timepoint field is defined, must include a stop ID. As a result,
timepoints can only be created at stop locations in a GTFS dataset. Future work could
focus on improving the specification to allow specifying arbitrary locations for timepoints
– for example, additional fields to signify a timepoint could be added to GTFS shapes.txt.
3. Timestamp of the vehicle position vs. timestamp of the feed update – In GTFS-realtime,
there are two different timestamp fields that are both optional. The FeedHeader element
includes a timestamp that represents the most recent time that the contents of the feed were
updated – this element is typically populated in feeds, as it can simply be the server time
when the data was last published. The VehiclePosition element includes a timestamp that
represents the time at which the vehicle position was calculated (e.g., GPS timestamp) –
this is the field needed to accurately calculate schedule deviation.
4. Duplicate data generated when polling GTFS-realtime feed – When continuously fetch
the real-time data and inserting it into a database, tools such as GTFSrDB typically do not
check if the exact same data has already been collected. Therefore, to avoid processing
more than one record for the same data, one must either ensure that the software collecting
data is checking the feed to see if a new version exists for that feed (i.e., if the FeedHeader
timestamp has changed, and the timestamps for individual vehicle positions has changed),
or filter the resulting data in the database for duplicate records.
More and more, transit agencies face conflicting goals like increasing ridership or improving
reliability while reducing operational costs or having a restrictive budget. In some instances,
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schedulers may have to compromise the service provided due to budget constraints. Therefore,
running times and/or recovery times may need to be reduced. This can have a negative impact on
on-time performance. Ideally, a good compromise could be reached, but it requires careful analysis
to maintain or improve on-time performance with budget constraints.
Departmental Considerations
Scheduling – The Scheduling department plays an important role in improving on-time
performance. Using AVL schedule adherence data can assist in finding the real departure times of
buses at timepoints. The on-time performance parameters need to be taken into consideration to
help the agency improve on-time performance. As a rule of thumb, buses departing 1 or 2 minutes
later are better for OTP optimization.
Operations – The Operations department should monitor schedule adherence and monitor bus
bunching. Staff should ensure that buses depart within the on-time performance parameters to
improve OTP. Appropriate control measures for the improvement of service reliability include
slowing down, moving faster, turning around, drop-off only, etc. The impact of good operations
control is critical to providing a reliable service.
Planning – The Planning department can also assist in this effort by analyzing the data to identify
areas of potential improvements. They can work with Scheduling and Operations to modify the
timetables and prepare operational strategies that can be used to improve monitoring, with the goal
of improving on-time performance.
Next Steps
The next steps for furthering the transit reliability knowledge include a potential list of topics
identified in this research, as follows:


Standardization of on-time performance parameters



OTP from the users versus the transit agency perspective



Development of a software tool to improve service reliability



The role of Planning, Scheduling, and Operations in improving on-time performance
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APPENDIX A: General Transit Feed Specification Reference
Term Definition:
1. Field required - The field column must be included in the feed, and a value must be
provided for each record.
2. Field optional- The field column may be omitted from the feed. If an optional column is
chosen, each record in the feed must have a value for that column.
3. Dataset unique - The field contains a value that maps to a single distinct entity within the
column. For example, if a route is assigned the ID1A, then no other route may use that ID.
Feed Files
agency.txt

Required

One or more transit agencies that provide the data in this feed.

stops.txt

Required

Individual locations where vehicles pick up or drop off passengers.

routes.txt

Required

Transit routes.

trips.txt

Required

Trips for each route.

stop_times.txt

Required

Times that a vehicle arrives at and departs from individual stops for
each trip.

calendar.txt

Required

Dates for service IDs using a weekly schedule.

calendar_dates.txt

Optional

Exceptions for the service IDs defined in the calendar.txt file.

fare_attributes.txt

Optional

Fare information for a transit organization's routes.

fare_rules.txt

Optional

Rules for applying fare information for a transit organization's
routes.

shapes.txt

Optional

Rules for drawing lines on a map to represent a transit organization's
routes.
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frequencies.txt

Optional

Headway (time between trips) for routes with variable frequency of
service.

transfers.txt

Optional

Rules for making connections at transfer points between routes.

feed_info.txt

Optional

Additional information about the feed itself, including publisher,
version, and expiration information.

Figure 2: A Sample of Feed Files
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Feed Field Definitions
Following is a list of feed field files, whether they are optional or required, and feed field details.
agency.txt (File Required)
Field Name

Required

Details

agency_id

Optional

The agency_id field is an ID that uniquely identifies a transit
agency. The agency_id is dataset unique.

agency_name

Required

The agency_name field contains the full name of the transit agency.

agency_url

Required

The agency_url field contains the URL of the transit agency.

agency_timezone

Required

The agency_timezone field contains the timezone where the transit
agency is located.

agency_lang

Optional

The agency_lang field contains a two-letter ISO 639-1 code for the
primary language used by this transit agency.

agency_phone

Optional

The agency_phone field contains a single voice telephone number
for the specified agency.

agency_fare_url

Optional

The agency_fare_url specifies the URL of a web page that allows a
rider to purchase tickets or other fare instruments for that agency
online
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stops.txt (Required)
Field Name

Required

Details

stop_id

Required

The stop_id field contains an ID that uniquely identifies a stop or
station. The stop_id is dataset unique.

stop_code

Optional

The stop_code field contains short text or a number that uniquely
identifies the stop for passengers.

stop_name

Required

The stop_name field contains the name of a stop or station.

stop_desc

Optional

The stop_desc field contains a description of a stop.

stop_lat

Required

The stop_lat field contains the latitude of a stop or station.

stop_lon

Required

The stop_lon field contains the longitude of a stop or station.

zone_id

Optional

The zone_id field defines the fare zone for a stop ID.

stop_url

Optional

The stop_url field contains the URL of a web page about a particular
stop.

location_type

Optional

The location_type field identifies whether this stop ID represents a
stop or station. The location type field can have the following values:
0 or blank – Stop and 1 - Station.

parent_station

Optional

For stops that are physically located inside stations, the
parent_station field identifies the station associated with the stop.
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wheelchair_

Optional

boarding

The wheelchair_boarding field identifies whether wheelchair
boardings are possible from the specified stop or station.

routes.txt (Required)
Field Name
route_id

Required
Required

Details
The route_id field contains an ID that uniquely identifies a route.
The route_id is dataset unique.

agency_id

Optional

The agency_id field defines an agency for the specified route. This
value is referenced from the agency.txt file.

route_short_n

Required

The route_short_name contains the short name of a route.

Required

The route_long_name contains the full name of a route.

route_desc

Optional

The route_desc field contains a description of a route.

route_type

Required

The route_type field describes the type of transportation used on a

ame
route_long_n
ame

route. Valid values for this field are:
0 - Tram, Streetcar, Light rail, 1 - Subway, Metro,2 – Rail, 3 – Bus,
4 – Ferry, 5 - Cable car, 6 - Gondola, Suspended cable car, 7 
Funicular.

route_url

Optional

The route_url field contains the URL of a web page about that
particular route.

route_color

Optional

In systems that have colors assigned to routes, the route_color field
defines a color that corresponds to a route. The color must be
provided as a six-character hexadecimal number; for example,
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00FFFF. If no color is specified, the default route color is white
(FFFFFF).

route_text_co
lor

Optional

The route_text_color field can be used to specify a legible color for
text drawn against a background of route_color. The color must be
provided as a six-character hexadecimal number; for example,
FFD700. If no color is specified, the default text color is black
(000000).
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